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WEST PERTH WA 6005

Dear Dr Jacobs

In accordance with section 192(3) of the Mental Health Act 1996 I submit for your information and

presentation to Parliament the Annual Report of the Council of Official Visitors for the financial year

ending 30 June 2009.

As well as recording the operations of the Council for the 2008-2009 year the report reflects

on a nuniber and range of issues that continue to affect consumers of mental health services in

Western Australia.

Yours sincerely

Debora Colvin

HEAD

COUNCIL OF OFFICIAL VISITORS

November 2009

Unit 1 / 18 Harvest Ice WEST PERTH WA 6005
Tel: (08) 9226 3266 or 1800 999 057 Fax: (08) 92263977
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YEAR IN REMEW 2008-2009

Official Visitors had another busy year in 2008-2009 responding to 2775 requests received

from 850 consumers. This is yet another increase in the number of requests while the number

of consumers who contacted Council decreased for the first time in Council's 11 year history.

While the reduction in consumer numbers may be good news, (and it is not clear that it is - see

discussion in Part 3), the matters being dealt with by Official Visitors don't seem to be changing.

Issues detailed in the report, for example include:

People detained inappropriately on hospital wards for years including people falling into the

chasm that is created when a person has both a mental illness and another disability - an

issue which has been raised by Council since 2000-2001 and which will remain an issue for

many people despite the opening up of several new group homes. Last year we referred to

these people as the ghosts on the ward" - life for these people is bleak. See Issue 1.

Second Opinions not being truly independent - an issue first raised by Council back in 1998-

1999 - this is one of 2 major rights given to people who are involuntarily detained in locked

wards but almost always it is done by a doctor in the same hospital with heavy reliance on

the patient's medical file. See Issue 2.

The unsuitability of the Bentley Adolescent Unit - first raised by Council in 1999-2000 - the

children who are forced to stay here are the forgotten children" having to stay on a ward that

is too small and looks and feels like a prison. See Issue 3.

Mental Health Review Board hearings - this is one of the 2 major rights and sources of

protection offered to involuntary patients but:

o the vast majority of patients are unsupported in hearings;

o many patients do not get to see the doctor's reports which are being relied on by the

Board or, if they do, it is just before they go into the hearing; and

o misleading or inaccurate statements which can influence the Board are sometimes made

or repeated by medical staff, or contained in the medical reports or medical files made

available to the Board (which the involuntary patient may or may not be aware of).

See Issue 5.

Incidents reflecting discrimination and lack of respect for the dignity of the patient: a patient's

parents being searched before they were allowed to visit; patients not being allowed to keep

simple things like a toothbrush; and a patient being refused access to her bedroom when

she needed to avail herself of sanitary protection. See Issue 6.

Seclusion practices such as patients not being given toilet facilities while in seclusion (a story

Official Visitors hear time and again), being left in seclusion for too long, being injured while

put into seclusion, having all their clothes taken off them before being put into seclusion.

See Issue 8.
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Country transport issues - despite the well publicised case of Mr Ward who died in custody

while being transported, mentally ill patients are still being forced to travel in the back of a

paddy wagon" for long distances without a break; for those lucky" enough to be brought

in on a plane, they are likely to be so heavily sedated that they need a catheter- for female

patients who have previously suffered sexual abuse this is a further trauma. See Issue 11,

Hostel standards - with the opening up of new Community Supported Residential Units

(CSRUs) and Community Options housing there are improvements but not for the bulk of

residents living in large and usually old hostels (ranging in size from 32 to over 80 residents)

where standards and rehabilitation and physical care can remain lacking. See Issue 12.

There is however a "good news" section included in this report for the first time as Council

wishes to acknowledge some of the good work that is being done and the improvements that

can be made. The new CSRUs, improvements at Murchison ward, getting a long term patient

off a locked ward and into the community and the introduction of the Starlight Foundation into

the Bentley Adolescent Unit are some of the good new items.

Aside from dealing with the issues described in this report, Council has had a difficult year due

to a lack of administrative support, As is explained in Part 3, the workload of Council is almost

three times that of 10 years ago, yet the administrative staffing configuration has increased
by only 0.25FTE. For much of this year, however, Council had to rely on only 2 staff - an
Acting Executive Officer and a casual receptionist - when ideally there would be 4 office staff

to service the needs and reporting requirements of over 30 Official Visitors. I wish to thank the

Acting Executive Officer, Cate Wray, for having stepped up into the position under very difficult

circumstances and also Official Visitors for their patience and their help during this period as

well as their day-to-day commitment, flexibility and determination in helping and advocating for

consumers.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the many people who have given their time to

come to speak to Official Visitors at various educational sessions throughout the year.

Debora Colvin

Head, Council of Official Visitors

November 2009

As a post script note: subsequent to 30 June 2009, but prior to finalisation of this report,
Council lost one of its long standing and most hardworking members, Bruce Ambrosius. Bruce

will be sadly missed but his dedication and energy will live on in the lives of those he has helped,

mentored and worked with over the years.

-4
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THE LEGISLATIVE AND OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

The Council of Official Visitors (the Council) was established in accordance with the Mental Health

Act 1996 (the Act), Part Nine, sections 175-192. The Minister for Mental Health appoints people

from the general community to be Official Visitors in accordance with section 1 77 of the Act.

The major responsibility of the Council's members (Official Visitors) is to ensure that affected

persons", as defined in section 175 of the Act, are aware of their rights and that those rights are

observed. This includes monitoring the quality of care provided to ensure that it is of the highest
possible standard. The Official Visitors also have a responsibility to undertake a complaint
management and advocacy role for "affected persons".

"Affected person", under the Act (section 175), includes:

,- an involuntary patient, including a person subject to a Community Treatment Order;

a mentally impaired accused person who is in an authorised hospital;

a person who is socially dependent because of mental illness and who resides, and is cared
for or treated at a private psychiatric hostel; and

,- any other person in an institution prescribed for the purposes of the section by the
regulations.

OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK

The Council is required to ensure that an Official Visitor or panel visits each hospital authorised

under section 21 of the Act at least once per month and each licensed private psychiatric
hostel at the direction of the Minister for Mental Health (currently at least once every 2 months).

In practice, visits take place more regularly as Official Visitors visit consumers on request
(as required by section 186(c) of the Act) and conduct formal and informal inspections and

check Council mailboxes on the wards for correspondence from consumers as part of making

themselves accessible and ensuring that the wards and hostels are "safe and otherwise suitable"

as required by section 188 of the Act.

In 2008-2009 Council visited twelve authorised hospitals and twenty-seven licensed private
psychiatric hostels (another 2 hostels were licensed hut had no residents and so were not
visited). The "hostels" as referred to in this Annual Report, included group or shared houses and

five Community Supported Residential Units (CSRUs) in Busselton, Bunbury, Albany, Geraldton

and Bentley, and the first of the Community Options houses in Kelmscott (a second one in
Mount Claremont was licensed in June 2009 but Official Visitors were not required to inspect
until after 30 June 2009). While the number of authorised hospitals and bed numbers remained

the same, this year saw an increased number of hostels to he visited, up from 25 to 27. The
facilities visited by the Council are listed at Appendices 1 and 2.

An 'affected person" or another person on their behalf (section 189 of the Act) can request a
visit froni an Official Visitor. A visit is then arranged as soon as is practicable (section 186(c)

of the Act). The Council aims to respond within 24 hours to a new consumer and otherwise
within 48 hours. Requests can be made in writing or via telephone or personal contact.
As already noted there were 2775 requests made by consumers in 2008-2009. Further details
are provided in Part 3 of this report.



REPORTING LINES

Official Visitors

The Council and its individual members are directly responsible to the Minister for Mental Health.

Any Official Visitor, or person on a panel, who considers that the Minister for Mental Health or

the Chief Psychiatrist should consider a matter, may make a report to that person (section 192

of the Act). The Head of Council is required to make a report to the Minister for Mental Health

as soon as practicable after the end of each financial year on the activities of the Official Visitors

and the Minister is to table this report in Parliament (sections 192(3) & 192(4) of the Act).

In practice, Official Visitors deal with issues at ward and hospital level to the extent that they
can. If the issue cannot be resolved at that level or if, for example, it involves a very serious or

systemic issue, it is taken to the Head of Council. Head of Council will then draft a letter, call
for a meeting, or telephone appropriate parties such as the Clinical Director of the hospital or

service concerned, the Chief Psychiatrist and/or Head of the Mental Health Division and, when

warranted, the Minister for Mental Health. Similarly with hostels, Official Visitors first try to deal

with issues by speaking to the hostel supervisor or licensee. Sometimes however Head of
Council will also meet with the licensee or raise issues with other bodies such as the Office of
the Chief Psychiatrist or Licensing Standards Review Unit.

In addition, the Head of Council meets regularly with the Minister for Mental Health, the
management teams of each of the authorised hospitals, as well as the Chief Psychiatrist, the
Director of the Mental Health Division, the Executive Directors of North and South Metropolitan

and Country Mental Health Services, Clinical Director of Infant, Child, Adolescent and Youth
Mental Health Services and various others involved in the provision of Mental Health Services in

WA, both from the government and non-government sector. At these meetings various ongoing

issues identified by Official Visitors are raised and discussed with the Council seeking a response

resulting in action.

Administrative Support

Council has an Executive Officer and 2 other full-time staff members all of whom are public
servants employed by the Department of Health (under Part 3 of the Public Sector Management

Act 1994) to assist in the administration of the Council under section 182 of the Act.

The Executive Officer is legislatively responsible for the Council records (sections 183 and 184)

and taking requests from affected persons for visits by Official Visitors (section 189) and further
has the delegated responsibility for ensuring that the Official Visitors visit authorised hospitals,

comply with Ministerial directions and visit affected persons as soon as practicable after a visit
is requested in accordance with section 186 of the Act.

The Council's administrative support was severely depleted in 2008-2009. This and ongoing
concerns about the administrative support are discussed further in Part 3 of this report at
page 46.

____......jJ
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COUNCIL COMPOSITION 2008-2009

A list of individuals who were members of the Council during the 2008-2009 and their terms
of appointment are contained at Appendix 3. Ten individuals were reappointed following the
expiry of their terms during 2008-2009 and 4 new Official Visitors were appointed. There were

4 resignations. In addition, two people who were appointed were then unable to take up their

appointments and so resigned before beginning work as an Official Visitor. As at 30 June 2009

Council had 30 active Official Visitors and one on long leave of absence but more are required

to meet the current demands. A recruitment drive will he held in November 2009.

PANEL APPOINTMENTS

Section 187 of the Act allows the Council to appoint 2 or more persons, at least one of whom

is an Official Visitor, to be a panel for the purposes of that Part of the Act. The Act is silent on
who may be empanelled or the purpose of panels but individuals appointed to be members of
a panel have generally fallen into the following categories:

1 Expert/Consultant - appointed when issues arise and direct access to professional or
expert advice during a visit or contact is required.

2 Interested community members - appointed when members of the community seek a
greater understanding of the role of the Council.

3 Interim appointments - preliminary to being made an Official Visitor.

4 Council Office staff - for the purposes of better understanding the work of Official
Visitors.

There were 14 panel appointments in 2008-2009 as follows:

Seven people were empanelled as an interim measure pending Cabinet approval of their re-

appointment and in the case of 4 people, appointment as Official Visitors:

An ex-Official Visitor was empanelled to assist in a country region following the resignation
of an Official Visitor;

0 Two people were empanelled for their specific expertise to assist Official Visitors and
consumers in relation to Mental Health Review Board hearings:

The previous Head of Council, Judyth Watson, was empanelled to assist with last year's
Annual Report; and

The Acting Executive Officer was empanelled to allow her to visit various facilities.

COUNCIL MEETINGS

Full Council Meetings (FCMs)

Council held 4 FCMs in 2008-2009. All but one of the meetings had a professional development

focus as well as bringing together country and metropolitan Official Visitors to report, discuss

and decide on various issues including position papers and the Functional Review of the Council.

A brief summary of those meetings is as follows:

Council's Strategic Plan and draft Serious Issues Policy were presented for discussion and
ratification at the August 2008 meeting:
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workshop on Official Visitor safety was presented at the November 2008 meeting;

In February 2009, Official Visitor Bruce Ambrosius and Lyn Mahoub from Richmond
Fellowship presented a session on the recovery movement and hearing voices;

In June 2008 a 2 day training session was held as well as the Full Council Meeting at which

Official Visitors took part in a workshop on advocacy and heard presentations from Carers

WA, the Carers Advisory Council, the Office of Health Review, Bentley Mental Health
Service about a new project on seclusion, and the Mental Health Law Centre on issues
arising out of Mental Health Review Board hearings.

In March 2009 Council agreed to change the meeting structure with Official Visitors attending

2 FCMs a year instead of 4, but they will be combined with 2 day training sessions. In the

interim months the Executive Group will meet including 2 full day meetings per year in Perth (the

other meetings are held by teleconference with rural and regional Executive Group members).

At those two full day meetings Council's strategic plan and major policy and position statements
will be developed and workshopped. In addition, the Terms of Reference of the Executive
Group members have been amended to be more specific about the roles and responsibilities of

Executive Group members. Although there is a cost benefit, the major reasons for the change

were because of the difficulty in having a group of more than 30 people developing and debating

Council policy and strategy, and a need for more, longer, and more flexible, training sessions for

Official Visitors.

Country and Metropolitan Meetings of Council

Official Visitors are broken up into two groups in the metropolitan area, based roughly on the

North and South Metropolitan Mental Health Area services (nominally called A and B group by
the Council), and three groups in the country based on the location of authorised hospitals:
South West, Lower Great Southern and Goldfields.

Each regional-based group met monthly and the 3 regional groups met together prior to each
Full Council meeting to discuss and share issues of mutual concern and interest. Reports from
each group were also given at the Full Council meeting.

The metropolitan groups also niet, both separately and in a combined session, on the third
Thursday of every month except when there were Full Council meetings. The joint meetings are

used to discuss issues identified by Official Visitors and occasional training specific to those
grouPS.

Executive Group

The Executive Group comprises representatives from each of the sub-groups of the Council
(regional and metropolitan), Head of Council, Deputy Head of Council, the Focus Area Person

(previously a delegate of the Focus Area Group) and the Executive Officer (non voting). The
Executive Group is delegated the responsibility of making decisions in between Full Council
meetings and, as a result of changes implemented during the course of 2008-2009 outlined
above, conducts most of the strategic and developmental work of Council.

The Executive Group met monthly except when there were Full Council meetings, with regional
members attending by means of fele-conference.

A summary of the Full Council and Executive Group meetings attended by Council members
during 2008-2009 is contained at Appendix 4.

9



Focus Area Group - Focus Area Person

The 3 member Focus Area Group meets on an ad hoc basis and via email to draft the formal

inspection report forms which are used by Official Visitors when carrying out inspections of

authorised hospitals, and hostels and group homes. During the course of 2008-2009 the group

was reduced to one person now called the Focus Area Person who sits on the Executive Group

and consults with them in advance of inspection report forms being finalised.

BUDGET

The Council was allocated a budget of $950,000 for 2008-2009 which was based on the
previous year's expenditure, Expenditure for the year caine in under budget and totalled
S901 844 (see summary at Appendix 5) of which 36% was spent on administration costs and
64% on payment to Official Visitors. Members of the Council are entitled to remuneration
under section 180 of the Act. The remuneration rates for members of the Council were last
reviewed and increased as of July 1st 2006.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT

In accordance with the State Records Act 2000. section 19, the Council has developed a record

keeping plan governing the management of all its records. Refer to Appendix 6 for the statement

of compliance with State Records Commission, Standard 2, Principle 6.
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It is the job of the Council and its Official Visitors to ensure that the rights of affected persons"

are observed, Those rights are derived from:

the aPrinciples for the Protection of Persons with Mental If/ness and for the Improvement

of Mental Health Care" adopted in 1991 (the UN Principles) and in particular Principle
2 which reads:

"all persons with a mental illness, or who are being treated as such persons,
shall be treated with humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the
human person";

the National Standards for Mental Health Services - 12 Guiding Principles adopted by

Australia in December 1996 which were built on the UN resolution, 1 guide policy
development and service delivery in each of the States;

the Mental Health Act 1996 WA (the Act) which accords a set of legal rights to
consumers in WA that protect them;

the Licensing Standards for the Arrangements for Management, Staftihg and
Equipment: Private Psychiatric Hostels prepared by the Licensing Standards and
Review Unit of the Department of Health as regulated by the Hospitals and Health
Services Act 1927; and

standards set by the Office of the Chief Psychiatrist including Standard in Care
Outcomes in Licensed Psychiatric Hostels.

In order to ensure that the rights are observed and that affected persons have been informed

of their rights, Official Visitors have the power, amongst others, to inspect consumers' medical

records (where they have not denied access to their records) to check whether their rights
have been observed.

Statutory rights provided by the Act to "affected persons" include the following:

A prescribed procedure to order involuntary status in hospital or community (Part 3,
Division 1);

A requirement that information about rights and a written explanation be given to them

and another person of their choosing every time an order is made (sections 156 and
157);

A requirement that they be given a copy of the order when made, varied, cancelled
(section 159);

The right to access personal records (with potential restrictions) (section 160);

The right to have access to personal possessions (section 165);

o The right to have access to letters (section 166);

The right to have access to a telephone (section 167);

The right to have access to visitors (section 168) (with procedures to be followed if any
of sections 166-168 are denied);

The right to request and receive an opinion from another psychiatrist (sections 76. 111);

o The right to assessment and review by a psychiatrist (sections 37, 43, 49, 50 164);

The right of access to an Official Visitor (section 189);

o The right to review by the Mental Health Review Board - periodic and requested
(sections 138, 139, 142); and
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Specified requirements in relation to the authorisation and recording of seclusion and
mechanical bodily restraint (Part 5, Divisions 8 & 9).

The UN Principles recognise that the role of community and culture is important, with each
consumer having the right to be treated and cared for, as tar as possible, in the community
in which he or she lives. This point is taken up in the WA legislation, but is often hard to
implement.

The objects of the Act (section 5) reflect, but do not elaborate on, international principles. It

does specify, however, (section 5(a)) that there must he the least interference with their rights
and dignity". It is the Council's view that these rights are often breached.

THE ISSUES - WHEN THE RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH A
MENTAL ILLNESS HAVE NOT ALWAYS BEEN OBSERVED

The following issues represent a selection of the matters that have been brought to the affention

of Council by means of complaint, or following inspections, visits and reports from Official
Visitors. Some of the complaints have breached the Act; others may not have breached the
Act but do not appear in keeping with the objects of the Act, in particular section 5(a) that the

person receives the best care and treatment with the least restriction of their freedom and the
least interference with their rights and dignity".

All of the issues involved "affected persons", referred to in this section as consumers when
they are a hospital inpatient (as Council has historically used this term although there is a
growing recognition that this term may no longer be appropriate), and residents when they are

living in a hostel. All are the proper (statutory) concerns of the Council and its Official Visitors.

SSUE 1: LONG TERM AND INAPPROPRIATE PLACEMENTS
ON WARDS

General observations and comment: Probably the most frustrating issue for Official Visitors
remains consumers inappropriately "stuck" on wards. For some of these consumers it is not
the mental illness which is keeping them stuck on the ward hut some other cognitive impairment

causing disability - their mental illness is used to keep them involuntarily on the mental health
ward because it is perceived that there is nowhere else for them to go. Others are deemed to
be treatment resistant - the "key has been thrown away" for these people as no-one knows
what to do with them. Many are still very young; others are elderly. Official Visitors report that
consumers' health and confidence erodes by this ongoing institutional care.

Ufe for these categories of consumers is bleak. They live in an artificial locked ward environment,

not receiving the type of care which would best enhance their recovery potential, becoming
more and more institutionalised - often with strict "behaviour management plans" in place
-and having few if any rights over their lives. They don't get to choose when to eat, how much
coffee to drink, who to associate with, or if and when when to smoke. Official Visitors hear
all the time of the relentless boredom. Some regularly find themselves put into seclusion as
they vent their frustration or take action to get attention, The ward can become a dangerous
place for them when they are the victim of someone else's frustration, for staff, and for other
consumers who come and go from the ward.

Despite more alternative accommodation such as the new CSRU's and Community Options
housing being opened up this year, it is becoming clear that these categories of consumers
are never going to qualify for this type of accommodation and care - at least not while they
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remain stuck on the wards. The only option" being offered for these people is the secure
Murchison ward at Graylands where the waiting list is officially at least 2 years but, despite
some improvements, it remains a locked ward in a hospital.

In many cases intellectual impairment is at least an equal, and often the major, cause of
their disability and incarceration but, for reasons which those involved in their care cannot
comprehend, they do not qualify for Disability Services Commission (DSC) support which
further limits any hope they have of getting out of the locked hospital ward. Time and again
Official Visitors hear the frustrations of consumers, family and hospital staff about the chasm
that opens up once a consumer with intellectual disability also has a mental illness - people with

significant intellectual impairment seem able to get access to individual funding to help them
with accommodation and care support, but people who are severely disabled by mental illness
(often compounded by other disabilities) are not able to access similar financial support.

There have been some initiatives this year. The People with Exceptionally Complex Needs
(PECN) Pilot Project got under way and Council is aware that the Mental Health Division
has commissioned Nearni, a psychosocial and rehabilitation support provider, to report on a
number of long term consumers, advising on whether they could live in the community, and
what support they will need to do so. Council awaits the outcome of these initiatives, and the
Mental Health Strategic Plan for 2010-2020 in the hope that the needs of these consumers will
be addressed.

Below are just some such cases dealt with by Official Visitors this year. In each case the Official

Visitor has worked (and continues to work) closely with the consumer, hospital staff and family
and friends to ensure the consumer's rights are being observed and that the ward is kept safe
for the consumer and other consumers on the ward. In each case it is considered that the
ward is not suitable for the consumer as it is not the best environment to allow the consumer
to recover or reach their potential; in some cases the ward is not safe for the consumer; and
in most cases it is hard to see how keeping the consumer living on the ward is giving them
"the best care and treatment with the least restriction of their freedom and the least interference
with their rights and dignity" as required by section 5 ot the Act.

Illustration 1: A 30 year old consumer has been living on a locked ward for nearly
2 years. The consumer's mental illness is apparently being controlled by medication but
the medical team say that frontal lobe impairment means the consumer must be kept in a
secure environment. The medical care and therapy (including medication) primarily consists

of a behaviour management plan which is based on rewards (privileges) and punishment

(withdrawal of privileges). The privileges include very short periods of unescorted ground
access and overnight leave with relatives, Privileges are withdrawn if, for example, the
consumer is abusive towards staff or comes back late to the ward.

It is the view of the consumer's family, some staff members and the allocated Official Visitor

that the behaviour management plan has not had, or is no longer having, a positive impact
on the consumer but no other 'treatment" is offered. In the meantime the consumer is bored

and frustrated on the ward which leads to further issues. The consumer's family want the

consumer to come home, believing that a more appropriate behaviour management plan
could be applied in the home and family environment using the local mental health clinic and

have argued for this unsuccessfully with support of Official Visitors before the Mental Health

Review Board. The consumer wants to at least get out of the locked ward and into a more
appropriate setting.
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Action: The consumer has been supported throughout by an Official Visitor, attending Mental

Health Review Board hearings and advocating with staff for more privileges.

Status: As at 30 June 2009 the consumer remained on the locked ward and was on a waiting
list for Murchison. The Official Visitor is continuing to advocate for the consumer.

Illustration 2: A 30 year old consumer with an acquired brain injury resulting in significant

intellectual impairment referred to in last year's Annual Report, remained on the locked ward

for all of 2008-2009. All parties involved in the consumer's care considered that the locked
ward was not a suitable environment to enhance the consumer's potential. There were also

concerns about the consumer's safety on the ward and issues about lack of access to the
consumer's daughter.

Action: The Official Visitor's advocacy included requesting further opinions about the
consumer's care and prognosis, providing support and representation at Mental Health
Review Board hearings, arguing for funding from the DSC and advocating for the consumer
with prospective alternative accommodation providers.

Status: The consumer eventually was granted DSC funding and an alternative accommodation

provider offered the consumer a place at their residence but the DSC funding was insufficient

to cover the costs. Council then wrote to the Mental Health Division and the Minister for Mental
Health and is very pleased to report that gap funding was found and the consumer is now
being transitioned into the new accommodation. This is a "good news story" as highlighted
further below in this report hut the case is illustrated here as a follow-up and example of the
type of cases being dealt with by Official Visitors.

Illustration 3: A 37 year old consumer has been involuntary and living in a locked ward
for the past 6 years. The consumer has been in and out of hospital since the age of 5 having

a history of encephalitis as a result of childhood illnesses, The consumer is bored on the
locked ward, lacks intellectual stimulation and is often put into seclusion. The consumer's
escorted ground access is also very restricted.

Action: The Official Visitor has worked closely with the consumer, the family of the consumer

and ward staff throughout the past year in an effort to review the consumer's involuntary status
and to advocate for more privileges, in particular escorted ground access. The consumer's

case was strongly argued before the Mental Health Review Board at which the Board was
presented with another psychiatric opinion which stated that the consumer did not have a
major mental illness but, due to a childhood illness, suffered from an intellectual disability. As

a result, the Board convened a further review hearing pursuant to the Board's 'own motion'
powers of review under s 144 of the Act. The Board asked the Chief Psychiatrist to arrange for

a further assessment to be made and also recluested the attendance of the Director-General

of the DSC. After an extensive review, the Board concluded that containment in a secure
environment was an essential part of the consumer's overall management and treatment.
However in its decision the Board also noted:

1. the contrary views between the mental health clinicians and the DSC advice that the
consumer did not meet the DSC's existing eligibility criteria for the provision of services
or funds to access services;
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2. that the mental health clinicians were of the view that:

the Act may not adequately address the complex mental health needs, behavioural

issues and risks of individuals such as this consumer with intellectual disability;

focusing on specific diagnostic categories for mental illness, without also
highlighting the additional complex needs and presentations of persons with
intellectual disability, could lead to an expectation that the needs of such individuals

could be met solely by mental health services;

individuals with intellectual disability do have significantly higher rates of mental
illness than the general population, often associated with difficult behaviours,
and they can also present behaviours and risks that are a consequence of their
intellectual disability rather than purely symptoms of a mental illness;

mental health legislation should acknowledge that those with intellectual disabilities

might pose significant behavioural risks that are not a direct consequence of mental
illness but still require care and treatment - such an approach would avoid the
potential conflicts regarding grounds for detention and the subsequent exclusion
of such persons from access to resources from alternative supporting agencies;
and

3. that the Board agreed with the clinician's views, and would continue to explore the
options for possible new approaches to the problem with relevant authorities - both
in relation to this consumer and also in relation to a number of other involuntary
consumers who appear to be in a similar situation.

Status: The consumer remains on the locked ward. The Official Visitor continues to advocate
for the consumer to get more escorted ground access and "outings".

Illustration 4: A 19 year old consumer diagnosed with a mental illness at about age
13, but who also has significant intellectual impairment, has spent approx 50% of the time
from age 12 in a secure psychiatric facility and has been living in a locked ward since the
age of 15, moving from the Bentley Adolescent Unit to an adult locked ward at age 18.
Various attempts to obtain DSC funding have failed and there appears to be no prospect of
alternative accommodation

Action: The Official Visitor has been working closely with the ward staff and hospital social
workers investigating various means of securing better care for this consumer.

Status: The consumer remains on a locked ward and the Official Visitor will continue to support
and advocate for the consumer.

illustration 5: A consumer who has a long history of mental illness which does not appear
to respond to medication, spent 2 years on a locked ward in a metropolitan hospital before
being released on Christmas Eve. Council has been told the consumer was released with
no home to go to and some clozapine in their pocket. A few days later the consumer was in

the forensic unit, Frankland Centre, having been picked up by police for assault. Eventually
the charges were dropped but as at 30 June the consumer remained a "civil" consumer
locked up in Frankland. Treating doctors are of the opinion that the consumer must be held
in a secure unit and there are no other options.
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Action: This consumer came to Council's attention along with a number of other "civil"
consumers being held at Frankland. Although their criminal charges had either been dropped
or their prison time served, these consumers all required mental health beds according to their

treating teams. Head of Council made contact with the Nurse Director, Consumer Flow, to
find out what the hold up was for these consumers. Council was concerned that that these
consumers tend to he put on the bottom of the bed flow list because they already have a bed
even though it is really a bed in the prison system. Most of the consumers were fairly quickly

moved on but this one consumer remained at Frankland. Council was told that under Mental
Health policy and procedures the hospital that had previously treated the consumer should
have to take the consumer back. We were further told that this hospital was arguing that it
was "unethical" to keep such a consumer on a locked ward in an authorised hospital given
that the prognosis for the consumer was such that there would be no improvement and it was
likely the placement on the ward would become permanent

Status: As at 30 June 2009 the consumer remained at Frankland.

Illustration 6: A 24 year old autistic consumer was brought to the attention of Council
by ward staff who said they were concerned that the increasingly lengthy hospitalisation due

to lack of alternative accommodation was leading to institutionalised behaviours which were
become increasingly difficult to manage. The consumer had not been made involuntary
under the Mental Health Act but was in effect being held on the ward involuntarily and
therefore without the protections of the Mental Health Act. The consumer had on several
occasions attempted to scale a wall, resulting in a twisted ankle and arm abrasions, was
frequently being placed in seclusion due to difficult behaviours and told the Official Visitor
that belongings had been confiscated and restrictions placed on recreational and OT
activities as a form of behaviour management. The Official Visitor was told by the hospital
staff that because the consumer had only recently been diagnosed with autism, they did
not qualify for DSC support.

Action: Shortly after being alerted to this consumer the hospital organised guardianship via
the Public Advocate. The Official Visitor supported the consumer through this process and
Head of Council liaised with the Public Advocate thereafter to raise concerns.

Status: As the consumer is voluntary and now represented by the Public Advocate the Council
is no longer able to advocate for this consumer, however, Council is aware that the consumer
remained on the ward as at 30 June 2009.

Illustration 7: An elderly consumer with dementia has been on living on a locked ward
without age appropriate support for the past two and a half years despite numerous efforts
to find alternative accommodation. All believe that the consumer should be in an aged care
psychiatric facility but it seems that no suitable accommodation can be found. Council

understands that the main reason the consumer is kept on the locked ward is due to the
consumer's wandering habits resulting from the dementia but nursing homes will not take
the consumer and there are no other beds available.

Action: The Official Visitor has continued to check on the consumer. Council has also written
to the Chief Psychiatrist and the Executive Director of the North Metropolitan Mental Health
Services.

Status: The consumer remains on the locked ward without access to age-appropriate care
or peers. Council understands that the health service is considering a GPS type bracelet to at
least allow the consumer onto the unlocked ward.
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ISSUE 2: RIGHT TO ANOTHER (SECOND) OPINION

General observations and comment: It is the right of an involuntary consumer or mentally
impaired accused who is dissatisfied with their treatment to recluest another opinion from a

psychiatrist who has not previously considered the matter as provided by section 111 of the
Mental Health Act 1996. This right is a very important one as treatment is given to these
consumers without their consent.

Council agrees with the Chief Psychiatrist's Operational Circular 2059/06 that t is preferable for

the other opinion to be obtained from a psychiatrist who is not employed by the same service
so that it may be seen as being independent. It is Council's position that the consumer should

be given a range of options as to who will provide the other opinion along with the advantages

and disadvantages of each option: for example, by another psychiatrist in the same service,
in another Health Department service or one in private practice. Council believes, however,

that the majority of other opinions are provided by doctors within the same service. Delays in

receiving the other opinion also continue, particularly during school holiday periods. Council

also continues to get reports from consumers that they have been told that the request must
be in writing although there is no requirement for the request to be put into writing.

Illustration 1: Official Visitors have reported numerous instances of delays in obtaining other
opinions. While the Act does not state the time period for another opinion, it is Council's
position that arrangements should be instigated within 1 working day of the request being
made and the opinion carried out within 3 working days because the consumer is locked up
and being forced to take medication against their will - every day's delay in receiving the other
opinion makes a significant difference.

Action: In each case the Official Visitor has followed up on the other opinion. While Council

understands that some services have been short of available psychiatrists, in other cases it
seems that the ward had not passed on the message to the Consultant or the request was not

noted on the file or it was noted on the file but was overtaken by so many other notes that it
was never picked up.

Status: Ongoing. From July 2009 Council is writing to the hospital service concerned on
behalf of consumers every time a request for another opinion is made known to an Official
Visitor requesting that the service advise when the other opinion review is to take place. It is

hoped that this will make sure that requests do not inadvertently get ignored or not passed on.

Council's strategic plan for 2009-2010 also includes Official Visitors meeting with consultants

as part of their ward inspections to raise the issues direct with them and to survey current
practices. A number of other initiatives are also being explored with a view to improving the
other opinion process. Head of Council will also address medical staff at various hospitals
about Council's concerns.

Illustration 2: The consumer requested another opinion and the treating Consultant chose
to sit in on the review by the other psychiatrist.

Action: Head of Council raised the issue with the Clinical Director of the health service and the

Chief Psychiatrist. She was advised that the psychiatrist did not comment during or take part
in the review and was there to observe only hut it was explained that this could still have the

effect of unsettling the consumer or restricting the consumer's ability to freely discuss issues
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of concern with the doctor providing the other opinion, particularly as the request was made
because the consumer was dissatisfied with the treatment being given by the treating doctor.

The presence of the treating doctor could also possibly influence or intimidate the doctor giving

the other opinion and at the very least would not be seen to be truly independent.

Status: Council believes that its views on the matter were accepted but will continue to
monitor the service involved in the incident.

Illustration 3: The consumer requested that the Official Visitor attend in support during
the review by the doctor appointed to give the second opinion. The treating doctor refused
and went ahead and organised the provision of the other opinion without telling Council or
the consumer with the doctor turning up on the ward without notice. The consumer went
ahead with the review rather than risk a delay. It was not clear whether the doctor providing
the other opinion was asked if he minded the presence ot the Official Visitor. Ultimately
the consumer agreed to take the medication prescribed by the treating doctor so that they
could be discharged on a Community Treatment Order and make their own arrangements
for a private second opinion.

Action: Council wrote a letter of complaint to the hospital Clinical Director and clarified the
position with the Chief Psychiatrist. Both confirmed that the treating doctor should comply
with the consumer's request to have another person present in support "unless the reasons for

exclusion are overwhelming". They also stated that it was an option for the doctor providing
the other opinion to note any concerns or limitations that might exist because of the presence
of the third party. No reasons were given by the doctor concerned or on his behalf as to what,

if any, overwhelming reasons for exclusion existed. The option of a further opinion with an

Official Visitor present was also noted.

Status: Council will continue to monitor the activities of the doctor concerned to ensure this
disregard of a consumer's right does not happen again.

Illustration 4: A consumer in a locked ward and on telephone restrictions wanted to
get another opinion from a private psychiatrist. The Official Visitor assisted the consumer to

contact the private psychiatrist but the treating doctor said the consumer was not to leave
the hospital and the private psychiatrist would have to come to the mental health facility
which the private psychiatrist was not prepared to do.

Action: With the help of the Official Visitor advocating for the consumer, the treating doctor
found another private psychiatrist who was prepared to do the "second opinion". This was
accepted by the consumer, albeit a bit reluctantly because of the concern of the relationship
between the two doctors but there were no other options.

Status: Two other attempts by consumers to get another opinion by a private psychiatrist
known to Council both failed because of the requirement of the private psychiatrist to corrie

to the hospital. In those cases the doctors had offered to provide the opinion on a Medicare
rebate only basis so that there would be no gap fee but in many cases consumers cannot
afford to obtain an opinion from a private psychiatrist. Council is focussing in 2009-2010 on
compiling a list of private psychiatrists who will provide other opinions and will be working
towards opening up the opportunities for involuntary consumers to get opinions from doctors
who are truly independent.
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ISSUE 3: CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

General observations and comment: For years Council has raised concerns about
the Bentley Adolescent Unit (BAU). The 12 bed unit is the only facility where children and
adolescents who need involuntary treatment can be cared for. It looks and feels like a prison,

has insufficient outdoor area and inappropriately houses children ranging in age from 9 to
17 years old (the day they turn 18 they are moved to an adult ward), Although the BAU is a
children's ward, its consumers receive none of the extra attention and support that children
with a physical illness in Princess Margaret Hospital receive via the PMH Foundation. Better

and more varied facilities and care is urgently needed and Council will continue to agitate for
this. In particular the Council is keen to make sure that children with a mental illness are not
forgotten in the planning for the new PMH. Council has also taken the Commissioner for
Children and Young People, Michelle Scott, to visit the BAU this year.

Illustration 1: Children on bailbonds are regularly being sent to stay at the BAU. These
children have apparently 'agreed" to stay at the BAU, which is a locked ward, as part of
their bail. The criminal history of the children is not known, nor the charges against them.

Action: Head of Council initially wrote to Bentley hospital asking to see the protocols or
procedures for admitting such bailbond children to the BAU but was told that there were none.

Council does not wish to deprive these bailbond children of access to appropriate mental
health care but we have a number of concerns:

These children are not involuntary under the Mental Health Act, although they are
locked up on a mental health ward, and therefore do not have the protections available

to involuntary consumers under the Mental Health Act such as access to Official
Visitors, the right to a second opinion and review by the Mental Health Review Board.

There are no protocols or guidelines as to the basis of their admission. Council has been

told that only children charged with "minor crimes" are admitted but who determines
what is a minor crime and what about the consumer's previous history?

Council has also been told that these children have "agreed" to be sent to the BAU
but it is unclear what the children are told about the BAU, the ramifications of their
admission or whether they are given any independent advice in considering their
options when asked to agree to the bailbond terms.

There are no protocols on the child's stay in the ward and removal from the ward. What

is the process if the adolescent refuses to do as asked or attempts to run away? Are
they kept on the locked or unlocked side? Are they given escorted ground access?
Can they be and are they ever put into seclusion?

Questions asked of staff on the BAU indicate that they too do not know what the
position is if, for example, a child refuses treatment.

Having an adolescent on a bail bond may change the nature of the nursing and the
atmosphere on the ward for other consumers - it turns the BAU into a forensic ward.

Status.' Further correspondence and inquiries have been made and discussions are continuing.

The Commissioner for Children and Young People has also been informed.
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Illustration 2: An adolescent suffering from a severe eating disorder could no longer
be cared for at the BAU due to physical health issues arising from the eating disorder. The

consumer was put 'On leave" to Princess Margaret Hospital but was kept there under 24
hour a day surveillance by a nurse, youth worker and security guard.

Action: The Official Visitor advocated for less restrictive and intrusive surveillance and Head of

Council raised the issue with the Chief Psychiatrist and President of the Mental Health Review
Board, It was determined that under the Act an involuntary consumer could he sent "on
leave" to a general hospital for physical health care. Head of Council pointed out, however,
that section 26 of the Act (which sets out the criteria to be met for a consumer to be made
involuntary) includes the requirement that the treatment can be provided through detention
in an authorised hospital. In this case treatment could not be provided in the authorised
hospital.

Status: the consumer remained involuntary and under guard but was eventually returned to
the BAU and later discharged.

Illustration 3: An adolescent on the ward was very upset after a Mental Health Review
Board review, The consumer had attended the review alone with no support and was told
at the end of the hearing by the Board that the involuntary status was to remain which
meant remaining locked up on the ward. While MHRB hearings are reasonably informal the

Board is made up of a panel of 3 people, there are microphones recording the proceedings,

and usually the doctor and sometimes other medical staff attend and are asked to state
why they think the consumer should remain involuntary. Most adult consumers spoken to
by Official Visitors find the process intimidating.

Action: As a result of this case Official Visitors now make a practice of asking at every visit
to the BAU to be introduced to any children who have a Mental Health Review Board review
corning up and offer to provide them with support at the hearing. The Council understands
that up to 25% of children at Mental Health Review Board hearings are not represented nor
supported by anyone. The Council also proposed that children on the ward design a new
poster for the ward about the Council and how it can help as a way of letting consumers know
that they can get support and help if they need it. Council is also intending to revamp its
pamphlets in the coming year and is taking a different approach to visiting the ward.

Illustration 4: Children on the ward consistently complain about boredom on the ward.
A TV remained broken for a long time; there was a playstation game but very few games
(some had been supplied by staff who had bought them in Asia hut frustratingly they did

not work) Council has also long complained about the state of the ward and the outdoor
areas (see last year's Annual Report).

Action: In discussing these issues with Bentley management it was agreed that an Official
Visitor would work with a small committee established by the hospital to come up with ways
of improving the BAU. As a result there have been a number of improvements on the ward,
such as a Wii game, some new beanbags and the Starlight Foundation has become involved
with a large wall mural in the multipurpose room nearing completion.
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ISSUE 4: COMMUNITY TREATMENT ORDERS (CTOs)

Genera! observations and comment: Under a CTO a consumer remains involuntary but
can live at home. The consumer is required to comply with the terms of the CTO, breach of
which will result in them being put back into hospital. Generally the terms of the CTO require

attendance for medication at the local Mental Health Clinic. A consumer must be given a copy

of the CTO or an extension of the CTO but there is no requirement for them to be told when
the 010 has lapsed. Each year Council deals with complaints about CTOs.

Illustration 1: The terms of the consumer's CTO required that the consumer "maintain
goal weight" and be treated by a private psychiatrist. The CTO had apparently been
extended but the consumer had never been given a copy. No goal weight was stated in the

original CTO and, according to the consumer, the treating psychiatrist kept on changing the

goal weight. A Mental Health Review Board hearing affended by the Official Visitor had not

resulted in any change being made to the CTO. The consumer was also told by the treating

psychiatrist to remain in a private hospital (which was not an authorised hospital), was not
allowed to leave the ward and was denied telephone access and had their mobile phone
taken off them. The consumer was told that if they disobeyed, they would be "sent back to

Graylands" and this is eventually what happened.

Action: The Official Visitor provided ongoing support and continued to advocate for the
consumers' release back on to a CTO which was eventually granted. Head of Council also
spoke to the Clinical Director at Graylands regarding the wording of the CTO (which had
initially been prepared by a Graylands Consultant) and about the consumer re-admission
which was considered was inappropriate and resulted only because the consumer was
challenging the private psychiatrist's instructions. Head of Council also raised the case with
the Chief Psychiatrist regarding the wording of the CTO, the failure of the doctor to provide
the consumer with a copy of the CTO extension, and the behaviour of the treating doctor in
wrongly depriving the consumer of their liberty and telephone access which is not permitted
under the Act when the consumer is on a CTO. The Chiel Psychiatrist replied agreeing that
the goal weight should have bean stated so that the consumer knew what would trigger a
breach of the CTO and also advised that he had written to the private psychiatrist educating
him on the consumer's rights under the Act while on a CTO. Because the consumer was in a
private hospital the Chief Psychiatrist was apparently not able to review that hospital's records
regarding the other issues.

Illustration 2: The consumer was not sure whether the CTO had been extended. In
breach of the Act, the consumer was not given a copy of the order by the doctor extending

the CTO. The only way for the consumer to ascertain if the CTO was still in force was to ask

the doctor or the Mental Health Review Board (MHRB) which it was understood receives
copies of CTOs so it can schedule reviews as required under the Act. The consumer did
not want to speak to the doctor and the Official Visitor was concerned about contacting
the MHRB because on a previous occasion the MHRB had then contacted the clinic and
alerted them to the fact that the CTO had lapsed and that the consumer was considering
exercising their right to no longer attend the clinic.

Action: Council contacted the MHRB and asked if they would agree to advise whether there
was a current CTO recorded by them but not to contact the doctor or clinic concerned. The
concerns of the previous case was raised with them.
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The MHRB agreed not to contact the doctor and then advised that it did not have a current
CTO listed for the consumer. The question was then raised whether there was in tact a legal
requirement for a doctor to provide the MHRB with a copy of the CTO or to advise the MHRB
of the CTO (or an extension to it). It was determined that, while it is accepted practice for
Department of Health doctors to advise the MHRB following a request by the President of
the MHRB in 1997 so that the MHRB can meet its legislative requirement to conduct regular

consumer reviews, there is no specific directive in the Act. The doctor involved in this case was

a private doctor so it was possible that he was unaware of any request or need to advise the

MHRB. Head of Council then wrote to the President of the MHRB and the Chief Psychiatrist

recommending that this be clarified in the proposed new Mental Health Act and that the need
for the MHRB to receive copies of orders be publicised again.

As a result of these and a number of other issues raised this year and last year, the Chief
Psychiatrist invited Council to provide a list of the 10 most commonly reported concerns of
consumers for publication in his INFORM newsletter with a view to educating doctors and
treating teams. The list, based on Official Visitor feedback, is as follows:

Not understanding how the CTO works, how long it will apply for, or their rights (this
includes: unclear wording of the CTO order so the consumer does not know what they
have to do or not do to comply; a consumer wrongly being told they had to do everything

the doctor said including stay in a private hospital and not leave the ward; and long term

CTO consumers, as medical teams seem to assume they know their rights);

Not knowing whether their CTO has lapsed or not - in particular there is confusion over
extensions of the CTO - staff do not discuss the CTO or make clear what is happening
or going to happen;

MHRB hearings - no-one turning up from the clinic; not being given a copy of the
doctors report to the MHRB before the hearing and/or not having it discussed with them
by the doctor before the hearing;

Having clinic staff (and sometimes police) turn up at their door without warning and/
or taking them off to hospital (sometimes shortly after they have seen the doctor at the
clinic and without the clinician having discussed their concerns with the consumer); other

times asserting the consumer had missed an appointment when they had a legitimate
reason or there was a genuine misunderstanding or mistake;

Threats of being sent to Graylands (with the added fear they will be picked up by police
in a marked car and embarrassed in front of neighbours);

Not listening to the consumer and not trying other or new methods of treatment and
therapy - particularly long term CTO consumers who tend to be put into the "too hard
basket":

Lack of ready or timely access to their psychiatrist, services like psychologists and
second opinions;

8, Turning up at the clinic for the first time and not knowing the staff or the management
plan - and sometimes turning up when the clinic know nothing about them either;

9. Having to go to a particular clinic when there is one closer to home and inability to
change doctors if they don't get on well with the one allocated; and

10 Conversely, treating clinician and clinic staff turn -over - having to fell their story over and
over again - either clue to staff turn-over or just because they get bounced around from
person to person in the treating team.
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Status: The Act should be aniended to provide that consumers are told when their CTO has
lapsed and that doctors must send a copy of the CTO to the MHRB. Council would also like
to see the MHRB take a more active role in ensuring that the terms of a CTO are fair and
unambiguous.

ISSUE 5: MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW BOARD (MHRB) HEARINGS

Genera! observations and comment: Issues relating to the MHRB process as experienced
by consumers continue, as do concerns about low levels of representation.

illustration 1: There have been several cases this year with last minute cancellations,
doctors failing to turn up for hearings as a result of which the hearing was adjourned, and
hearing times changing at the last minute and going ahead without the consumer having
the support of the Official Visitor because they were not notified of the change. For the

consumer the cancellation of a hearing means waiting at least another 2 -3 weeks for a
hearing while they remain locked up on a ward as well as the stress of waiting for the first
hearing only to have it adjourned and having to go through the waiting process over again.

In one case, for example, the doctor had telephoned the MHRB the day before the hearing
asking to adjourn the hearing because she had not been notified of the hearing and could
not attend.

Action: Generally Council has written to or contacted the hospital concerned and the MHRB.
Head of Council has also raised the issue in general terms with the President of the MHRB
asking that the MHRB be more assertive with doctors. For example, in the case example
above, Council complained that the Board had cancelled the hearing on the word of the
doctor alone without first speaking to the Official Visitor or consumer who would have told
them that the MHRB notification was on the consumer file and the consumer had discussed

it with the medical registrar; there was therefore no excuse for the doctor not knowing about

the hearing. Attempts to have another hearing scheduled earlier than the usual 2 week wait
for that particular hospital were unsuccessful; however, the hospital revised its processes as a

result of the issue being raised by Council in order to ensure that it would not happen again.
Council is also hopeful that the MHRB will not in future cancel a hearing simply because a
doctor has requested it to. The President of the MHRB has also confirmed that a hearing time

should not be changed at the last minute where an Official Visitor or other support person is
listed as also attending unless that person has been contacted to ensure that they can make it
to the new hearing time.

Illustration 2: Official Visitors continue to raise concerns that doctors' reports prepared
for the MHAB hearings (which state why they believe the consumer must remain involuntary

or on a CTO) are not made available to them or the consumers until just before the hearing

and that the treating doctors do not discuss the report with the consumer but leave it up to
the Official Visitor.

Action: Council had proposed that an ad hoc committee be set up to deal with this and other
concerns about the MHRB which was largely aimed at pulling all the relevant parties together
to look at ways in which the process can be improved. The previous Minister for Mental Health

had asked Head of Council to set up such a committee but the Minister for Mental Health,
Dr Jacobs, asked for it to be delayed pending the appointment of the new Commissioner for
Mental Mental Health and Well Being. I
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in the meantime Head of Council continues to raise the issues whenever she can including
providing positive feedback on the rare occasion that an Official Visitor advises that the treating

doctor has, for example, sat the consumer down before the hearing and taken them through
the medical report.

Illustration 3: Official Visitors have raised concerns that irrelevant and often hearsay
evidence is presented at MHRB hearings. For example:

The doctor stated that the consumer had an altercation with another consumer
when he was on the open ward and that "deterioration of his symptoms.. .warranted

a transfer back to a secure ward" implying that the consumer was becoming
aggressive.

The doctor stated that the consumer was currently well but wanted to keep the
consumer involuntary "in case of relapse".

The doctor report referred to the consumer's dress and appearance in the MHRB
hearing and very little else.

The doctor referred to an attempted suicide by the consumer some 30 years
earlier.

Action:

In this case the Official Visitor had previously been informed by ward staff that the
consumer had been assaulted by the other consumer and it had been at his request,

concerned as he was for his safety, that he asked to be transferred back into a closed

ward. This was pointed out to the MHRB and the doctor accepted the new version
of events.

It was argued successfully by the Official Visitor that a vague concern about relapse did

not meet the requirements of section 26 of the Mental Health Act and the consumer
was made voluntary.

The Official Visitor successfully objected to the comments about the consumer's
appearance being made to the MHRB.

The Official Visitor objected to the relevance of something which happened 30 years
earlier.

Status: Ongoing. Council's strategic plan for 2009-2010 includes Official Visitors meeting
with consultants as part of their ward inspections to raise these issues direct with them. Head
of Council will also address medical staff at various hospitals on these concerns

Illustration 4: Council has been concerned for some years about the low levels of
support at MHRB hearings.

Action: Council undertook a project in 2005 to try to ascertain why there were so few people
supported at MHRB hearings. This was followed by a 2 year project designed to increase the

levels of representation by either Official Visitors or Mental Health Centre lawyers. While initially

the numbers increased, the figures then started to drop off again and Official Visitors reported

concerns that the project was not achieving what it set out to do in that it was inadvertently
encouraging more applications to be made, often when there was no prospect of a change in
status, instead of increasing the level of representation. The number of attendances by Official

Visitors at MHRB hearings fell slightly this year as did the overall representation at hearings.
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See the table below which is based on Council and MHRB statistics (see also appendices
12 and 15A). According to the MHRB, 56 hearings resulted in the consumer being made
voluntary (ie 4.9°/b), 10 of which had Official Visitors representing them.

ISSUE 6: DIGNITY, STIGFvIA AND DISCRIMINATION

General observations and comment: The objects of the Act require that persons having a
mental illness receive the best care and treatment with the least interference with their rights
and dignity. Sadly consumers are not always treated with dignity and discrimination and the
effects of stigma surrounding mental illness are also sometimes brought to the attention of
Official Visitors.

Illustration 1: A consumer wanted to go to her room but the rooms were kept locked at
that time of the day. The consumer lined up at the door to the nurses' station surrounded

by other consumers waiting to get the attention of a nurse. A male nurse standing at the
door refused her request. She told him she really needed to get into her bedroom. He
asked why. The female consumer was surrounded by male consumers but eventually told
the nurse that she needed to get a sanitary pad. At this point a female nurse standing
behind the male nurse interjected that she could provide her with one hut the consumer
again said she really needed to go to her room. The male nurse refused again at which point

the Official Visitor who had just happened to come up to the nurses' station interjected.

Action: The Official Visitor, having realised that the consumer needed to change her underwear,

insisted that the consumer be allowed into her room. Subsequently this issue was raised with

the hospital management. At aboLit the same time it had come to Council's attention that
sanitary pads were not available on another ward and that the only one type of protection was
ever made available to consumers.

Illustration 2: The consumer, who had a history of mental illness but who had never
previously been made involuntary and who had always managed the illness, was in a

general hospital for serious physical health issues. The general hospital put the consumer on

a form 1 referring the consumer to Graylands for psychiatric assessment on the basis that

the consumer had "personality problems". At Graylands the hospital staff were concerned
that the consumer was not exhibiting signs of a mental illness and had been referred for
being a difficult' consumer. Despite this the consumer was put onto a form 6 and made
involuntary. The consumer and the consumer's partner both complained that the consumer
should not be involuntary.
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MHRB representation - MHRB (preliminary) and Council data

by

2003/2004 1250 16.88% 8.48% 8.4%

2004/2005 1203 1455% 6.73% 7.82%

2005/2006 1089 15.52% 7.25% 8.27%

2006/2007 1174 20.87% 13.88% 6.99%

2007/2008 1103 26.84% 14.87% 11.97%

2008/2009 1141 20.6% 13.4% 7.2%
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Action: The Official Visitor immediately requested another opinion on behalf of the consumer
who was then made voluntary and released.

Comment: The concern in this case is that the general hospital, knowing of the consumer's
mental health history, used that illness to avoid dealing with the consumer.

Illustration 3: While there have been a number of cases this year where nurses have
gone to the police to see about charges being laid against consumers for actions while the

consumer was involuntary and on a locked ward, in this case the consumer telephoned
police saying he wanted to report an assault by a nurse on the ward. The police returned

the consumer's phone call hut on speaking to a nurse and being told the consumer was
involuntary did not bother to pursue the matter,

Action: The Official Visitor followed the matter up for the consumer. Head of Council also
raised the issue with the Mental Health Division and intends to pursue the matter with the
Commissioner for Police.

Illustration 4: The parents of a consumer complained that they had been searched
before being allowed to see their son on a locked ward and that the ward was more like a
prison than a hospital.

Action: Council provided the parents with information on how to make a formal complaint
and Head of Council also raised the issue with hospital management pointing out that the Act

requires that consumers have the opportunity to receive visitors of the consumer's choosing
in reasonable privacy and any restriction of this right can only be ordered by the psychiatrist
and must be recorded and reviewed daily. There is also no legal right to search visitors. The
hospital subsequently advised.

"Visitor bags are not searched by nursing staff. If nursing staff recognise a safety issue

with a visitor bag the nursing staff may discuss their concerns with the visitor and
discuss the dangers involved in passing of items to the consumer and monitor the
visit. There has been a discussion in the past about provision of an area for visitors to
the locked ward having lockers for their property during a visit.

A survey on Visitor Access referred to below at page 41 under the heading Issues First Raised

in 1999-2000 - Human Relations and Intimacy" shows the lack of consistent approach across
facilities on this issue.

Illustration 5: An elderly female consumer complained that she was not able to keep
personal belongings such as her toothbrush and other personal items with her. They were
kept in the nurses' station and she felt a nuisance having to ask for the nurses for them.
Official Visitors had received numerous complaints from consumers on this particular ward
about not having access to their personal belongings. It was the same ward that was
mentioned in last year's Annual report as requiring consumers to use a short stubby" pencil

rather than providing a pen or full-length pencil to write with. The restrictions appeared to
apply to everyone on the ward and were not related to individual risk. Such restrictions did
not apply to similar wards in other hospitals.
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Action: Council wrote to the unit offering to work with them to come up with an approach
acceptable to everyone. Head of Council also continued to raise the issues in meetings with
hospital management as a result of which the ward procedures were changed including the
removal of the "stubby pencils".

Illustration 6: All consumers on the ward were detained in the lounge area and told that
their rooms were being searched for drugs. Consumers were not allowed to be present
during the searches and many complained that they felt humiliated by process.

Action: Council complained to the hospital. We were told that only 3 consumers' rooms
were searched but to protect the identity of those consumers, consumers on the ward were

told that all rooms were searched. Although not stated in the letter of response, this was
presumably also the reason why the consumers were not allowed to be present while their
rooms were searched. As at 30 June Head of Council intends to pursue the issues further
as it is considered that consumers have the right to be present when their room is searched
and there needs to be reasonable grounds br suspicion of an illegal activity before a room is
searched.

ISSUE 7: COMPLAINTS PROCESS AND SERIOUS ALLEGATIONS

General observations and comment: Council has long been concerned about the complaints
processes which seem to vary from hospital to hospital. As a result of issues referred to in the
previous year's Annual Report, and a noted increase in the number of complaints being made
to the Office of Health Review by mental health consumers, Head of Council met with the
Director of the Office of Health Review, Ann Donaldson, and approached the Executive Director

of North Metropolitan Mental Health Services to discuss concerns regarding the complaints
processes. Council understands that work is under way in relation to improving [he complaints
process in the North Metropolitan Mental Health Service and Ms Donaldson and the Head of
Council have offered their assistance. Issues this year have included the following.

Illustration 1: The consumer made a serious allegation against nursing staff arising out of
a seclusion incident in which the consumer was stripped and placed in a rip-proof gown. The

hospital took 4 months to report back to the consumer on the outcome of the investigation.

The letter sent to the consumer concluded that the staff had behaved in an appropriate and

reasonable manner. The letter failed to give details of who conducted the investigation or
how it was conducted, failed to deal specifically with some of the allegations and in terms of

the issues raised by the consumer, in Council's view failed to adequately address why such
actions were necessary.

Action: The official Visitor assisted with the making of the complaint and continued to provide
support to the consumer. Head of Council raised the issues with hospital management.

Status: Council is continuing to follow up on this issue from both the perspective of the
consumer and in terms of processes. Head of Council was told that the ward CNS was
conducting the investigation but it is Council's view that in this case an independent person
should have been brought in to do the investigation. Council understands that the process is
being reviewed.
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Illustration 2: The consumer made a serious allegation setting out the issues in a hand
written complaint regarding the way he had been treated during a seclusion including rough
handling by hospital security guards (see also issue re seclusion below). He gave the
complaint to his ward nurse. The hospital failed to provide a response or even acknowledge
the complaint.

Action: The Official Visitor first raised the issue with the consumer's nurse who confirmed she
had been given the handwritten complaint but said the ward CNS was dealing with it, Still

nothing happened so the Official Visitor then approached the Director of Nursing. She advised
that the complaint had not been passed on to the hospital's complaints manager which was
why there had been no investigation or acknowledgement. This was because ward staff had
not recognised it as a complaint. This was rectified and the Director of Nursing said she would

be educating ward staff about complaints handling. The Director of Nursing also met with the
consumer and apologised on behalf of the hospital and advised that their seclusion practices
were being reviewed.

ISSUE 8: SECLUSION ISSUES

General observations and comment: Although reform is slowly under way in relation to
seclusion on wards, Official Visitors continue to deal with serious complaints and concerns
arising out of seclusion. During the course of the year an inspection was conducted of
seclusion registers which are required to be kept by authorised hospitals. The number and
length of seclusions for the previous 4 weeks was noted and where possible, with consumer
consent, the Official Visitors checked consumer tiles to see that all proper procedures had
been followed. A number of issues emerged which are summarised below and which have
been fed back to hospital management:

One hospital and the ward in another hospital did not have a seclusion register as
required by the Mental Health Regulations. This has now been rectified.

Most seclusions are in locked wards hut of those wards, some had tar more seclusions
than others, the numbers over the 4 weeks period ranging from 4 to 31.

Very little information was provided on documentation seen by Official Visitors about
the reason for the seclusion or attempts made to avoid seclusion. This was despite
the fact that the vast majority of seclusions were authorised by a Senior Mental Health

Practitioner (SMHP - usually a senior nurse on the ward) rather than a doctor and
that the Act requires that seclusion by an SMHP can only be in an "emergency". The
Regulations also require that the qualifications of the SMHP be given in the authorisation

but this was missing more often than not. Several consumers spoken to reported that
there were no dc-escalation attempts and no debrief after the seclusion.

A female consumer was stripped before being placed in a rip-proot" gown and into
seclusion. The process of stripping the patient took 30 minutes. The incident is the
subject of a complaint to the hospital but Council continues to argue that one on one
or even two on one nursing is more appropriate and offers the patient more dignity.

Another major concern is the time consumers are left in seclusion with a tendency to
leave the consumer there for 2 hours (as that is when a review is required by a doctor
to continue the seclusion) even when the consumer was noted as "resting quietly" and
they could have been let out earlier. In one case the consumer appeared to have been
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let out just prior to the 2 hour time limit only to be put back in again shortly after without
review by a doctor. In some cases the doctors' review was done by phone rather than

in person. One hospital subsequently advised that they will be changing their policy so

that the consultant rather than a junior doctor is the only person who can extend the
seclusion at the second review, that is, beyond 4 hours.

6. Few hospitals followed a practice of the consumer being examined by a doctor within
24 hours after seclusion. This is not a requirement of the Act but the Council often
receives complaints from consumers about being bruised and injured when put into
seclusion (see Issue 9 on physical care). On the basis that seclusion is only used when

all else has failed and because the consumer or others on the ward are in imminent
danger, Council would also expect that it represented a deterioration in the consumer's

health such that a doctor should be reviewing the consumer within 24 hours. One

hospital's Clinical Director advised that this was his view and another said they would be
reviewing their policy in this regard.

Illustration 1: The consumer was forcibly secluded at about lam and not allowed out until
830am the following morning. Although the Mental Health Regulations require the consumer

to be observed every 15 minutes and there was a CCTV camera in the seclusion room,
the consumer was unable to get their attention to tell them he needed to use the toilet.
Eventually he gave up and had to urinate on the floor before falling asleep again. When he

woke up at 815am and managed to convey to ward staff that he needed to use the toilet,
he was told to wait by the nurse - even though he had been locked in the room all night and

nursing staff had noted on the medical file at 6am and again at 7am when a new shift began
that there was a smell of urine in the seclusion room.

Action: The consumer lodged a written complaint with ward staff but got no response until
he raised it with an Official Visitor inspecting the ward. Following the matter then being raised

on the consumer's behalf by the Official Visitor, the hospital acknowledged the facts but said

that no-one had seen or heard the consumer calling out and that ward staff had decided to let
him continue to sleep rather than clean up the urine. There was no comment on the decision
to make the consumer wait 15 minutes in the seclusion room which was already smelling of
urine before letting him out to use the toilet. Council complained in writing to the hospital and
the Chief Psychiatrist and Head of Council also raised the issue with the hospital management.

In particular Council and the Chief Psychiatrist expressed their concern that the consumer had

not been treated with dignity and respect. The Nursing Director then met with the consumer
to apologise on behalf of the hospital and to explain that they were reviewing their seclusion
practices.

Illustration 2: A female consumer was the sole consumer on a country mental health
ward overnight with two male nurses. The consumer told the Official Visitor that they had
forcibly put her into seclusion, sedated her and that she had woken up the next morning
back in bed unable to remember how she got there. She was very distressed.
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Action: Official Visitors raised the issue with the hospital management. They were concerned

about the level of sedation and as to why the seclusion had been deemed necessary at all as

[here were no other consumers on the ward at the time, They were also concerned, given the

consumer's history, that she had been left alone with 2 male nurses in such circumstances.

The ward CNS looked into the case and agreed that this should not have happened. She

advised that the hospital did have a policy in such cases of trying to change the mix of ward
staff by swapping with staff from another ward. Council hopes that having brought this case
to the attention of the ward staff that it will not happen again.

Illustration 3: Official Visitors received reports about mental health consumers regularly
being locked alone in a room in the Emergency Department which would amount to
seclusion. The Act has specific requirements and processes relating to seclusion designed

to protect consumers which Council was concerned would not apply in the Emergency
Department.

Action: The Chief Psychiatrist was advised of Council's concern. He followed up with the
hospital and Council was told that the practice was being discontinued.

ISSUE 9: PHYSICAL CARE ISSUES

General Observations and Comment: The physical care of mental health consumers has

long been a cause for concern by Official Visitors. The concerns often relate to long term or

'revolving door" consumers who, despite living nearly permanently in a hospital, still seem

to miss out on basic health care, and the failure of staff to act in a timely fashion when a

consumer complains of a physical ailment or injury. Injuries sustained during the process of

being put into seclusion are of particular concern. Involuntary consumers are not in a position

to take themselves off to a GP or seek a second opinion on a physical ailment. It is also the

case that mental health consumers often have poor physical health.

Illustration 1: A long stay consumer had previously had an arm operation and
complained afterwards on numerous occasions and to various staff about the pain and
inability to move the arm properly. The consumer and the consumer's mother asked that

the consumer be seen by specialist and that the arm be x-rayed but it took nearly 12 weeks
for an appointment to be made and 1 4 weeks to see the specialist who advised that a pin
inserted into the arm had conie loose.

Action: Although the complaint had been resolved by the time it came to Council's notice,
Head of Council raised the issue with hospital management. It followed on from a similar
incident involving another consumer in that facility and Council wanted the case drawn to the

attention of staff and that they be reminded that that no matter how trivial they may seem,

consumer complaints of physical ailment must he listened to without assumptions being made
and thoroughly investigated.
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illustration 2: A consumer with a bad hip who had permanent use of a crutch
complained of being assaulted while being restrained and put into seclusion and not being
seen afterwards by a doctor for several days. The consumer sustained severe arm bruising

and grazing and lacerations to the forehead and hands.

Action: The Official Visitor assisted the consumer to make a complaint to the hospital including

contacting the hospital's complaints officer and Director of Nursing. The consumer was also
put in touch with the Mental Health Law Centre.

Illustration 3: The consumer, who had been an involuntary patient at the hospital for
many years, complained to an Official Visitor of toothache but had to wait over 2 weeks to
be seen by a dentist and then only because the Official Visitor continued to raise the issue.

Despite having obviously bad teeth, the consumer had no dental records and it seemed had

never been seen by the dental service despite it being on the same campus as the hospital
in which the consumer had lived for several years.

Action: As a result of this complaint and Official Visitors being aware of several other long

term consumers with obviously bad teeth, the ward CNS conducted an investigation of all
consumers' dental needs and established an ongoing program of dental care. Council is
intending to pursue this approach across other wards with long term consumers.

ISSUE 10: BASIC COMFORTS: FOOD, FURNISHINGS,
CLEAN ING AND MAINTENANCE

General observations and comment: Because many mental health consumers spend
months and even years, rather than days or weeks, in hospital, Council has always considered

that basic comforts such as food, cleanliness and homeliness of these wards is very important.

Sadly, despite efforts of staff, this continues to not be the case. There are some "good news
stories" where wards have been renovated or partially renovated - see the 'Good News" at
page 45 - but it remains an ongoing issue.

Illustration 1: The bathrooms in Fremantle's Alma Street Centre were raised in last year's
Annual Report. The bathrooms are constantly mouldy despite cleaning schedules and need

extractor fans installed. They had been the subject of complaints from consumers and their
families for well over a year at that time. Council was told that quotes were being obtained

for rectification work from an external contractor. Nothing has happened in the past year.

Status: Council has been told that the quotations were in fact not obtained but the process

is now underway. However funding for capital works will have to he applied for and compete

with other funding requests while at the same time the Health Department is being asked to

make budget cuts.
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Illustration 2: There have been numerous complaints this year about broken public pay
phones on the wards which take many weeks to fix. While public phones may seem archaic

in this age of mobile phones, many wards ban mobile phones which have a camera so
consumers are often dependent on the ward phone.

Action: In each case the broken phone was followed up by Council until it was fixed and
alternative solutions including access to the ward hands-free phone negotiated.

Illustration 3: There have also been numerous complaints this year about food. Some
of the complaints followed on from hospitals imposing healthy eating on consumers.
Complaints included the following:

lack of food, with consuniers saying they were hungry following a reduction in
portion sizes;

complaints that the consumers in the ward next door got extra toast and
sandwiches in the evening to complement the taking of medication;

complaint that one ward got to cook bacon and eggs on Sunday morning and
they didn't but had to put up with the delicious smell waif ing into their ward;

request for honey with their morning toast;

complaint that they had to eat the same cold salad lunch every day and that in
winter they would prefer hot food;

restricted access to tea and coffee;

being given bolognaise sauce without the pasta.

Action: In each case Official Visitors met with the appropriate parties to advocate for change.
In some cases the changes involved compromise - though hot meals in winter and honey with
breakfast were small wins for Council. While many consumers may benefit physically from
a healthy diet, as obesity and diabetes are oft en a problem for consumers on mental health
wards, the difficulty is that other consumers without these health issues are subject to the
same regime and have no say in what they can eat.

Illustration 4: Complaints were made that an elderly ward was too cold in summer due to
the airconditioning being on too high and when staff were questioned they admitted that two

consumers had been admitted to the general hospital with hypothermia and pneumonia.

Action: The matter was taken up by Head of Council with hospital administration. She was
advised that air conditioning across the hospital site was a problem and had been since 2004.

People had been in to look at it and $680,000 had been spent on it a few years ago. Part
of the problem was that there were different aspects to the rooms (eg north vs south facing)
and no individual room control. Council will monitor nursing staff to make sure they ensure
consumers are kept warm enough.
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Illustration 5: In May 2009 Official Visitors inspected hospital wards focussing on the
furnishings and maintenance. Reports included the following comments by Official Visitors:

Laundry: unhygienic - floors dirty, lint on surfaces everywhere, trough needs a good

clean and cockroaches evident in cupboards

TV Room: no comfortable lounge chairs, lounge stained and dirty

Dining Area: light fitting have bugs in and are stained with food

Bathroom: floor near toilet dirty; paint work chipped, around door paint scratched

and chipped; air con vents need a clean; shower head needs a clean

Bedroom: floor covering dirty; extensive damage to wall near bedhead; door to
bathroom very dirty

: Bathroom: tile grouting stained & dirty needs paint and showing water damage.
mirror murky

Outside areas: Underutilized, needs a complete re-paint, no seats or tables

available; furniture needs replacing; cigarette marks on table

° Most bedrooms require new window curtains: the current curtains are very thin and
are disconnected from railing

Ward electrical wires exposed and covered with duct tape at entrance: requires
repair

Carpet needs replacing: smell of urine

Television in lounge room remains broken

Pay phone remains broken

Gender signage needed on public toilets

New mattresses needed

Walls need cleaning, patching and painting

Action: In each case the hospital was notified of the issues. Official Visitors continue to raise
issues like this throughout the year with ward staff and management.

ISSUE 11: COUNTRY & TRANSPORT ISSUES

General Observations and comment: This year has seen an increased number of consumers
from the regional and rural areas contacting the Council with complaints. In Kalgoorlie there

continue to be issues with lack of access to allied health staff such as occupational therapists,

psychologists and social and welfare workers. Transport of regional based mental health
consumers is another ongoing concern.

I/lust ration 1: Council has been made aware of several instances this year of mental
health consumers transported by the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS) having been so
heavily sedated that they have needed to have a catheter. Apart from the indignity of this,

for many female consumers already suffering as a result of sexual abuse it can severely add
to their trauma. Council was told that mental health consumers were transported in this
manner as a matter of routine due to REDS policy.
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Action: Head of Council wrote to both the Royal Flying Doctor Service and the Area Director

Mental Health, WA Country Health Service and this was followed by a meeting with the Area

Director. Council understands that negotiations are under way with the RFDS regarding their
policy on the transport of consumers.

Status: As at 30 June 2009 Council was waiting to hear the outcome of the negotiations and
yet to get a response to its letter from the RFDS.

Illustration 2: A Kalgoorlie consumer was transported in the hack of a police "paddy-
wagon" on a trip lasting three and a half hours without a stop. The consumer was calm
and unrestrained but forced to sit in the back of the wagon with nothing to hold onto to and

without police checking on her welfare or giving her the opportunity to stretch her legs.

Action: While many 'affected persons" visited by Official Visitors have been transported to
hospital in the back of a paddy-wagon, country people are transported over long distances
in very uncomfortable conditions. The issues have been raised with the WA Country Health
Service and Council is continuing to monitor these issues and raise complaints.

Illustration 3: A consumer who normally lived in Busselton was transferred from Bunbury
Hospital to Graylands in a heavily sedated state. On the way the consumer had to be taken

to Fremantle Emergency Department because transport staff were concerned about the
consumer's "decreased conscious state".

Action: The Official Visitor followed up this and other issues for the consumer at an individual
level but the case is yet another illustration of issues surrounding the transport of mental health

consumers. The case also raised another concern for Council about when and why consumers

are transported to Perth, away from family and friends. This issue is being followed up by
Council in 2009-2010.

Illustration 4: A consumer's car had been abandoned when the consumer was forcibly
brought into the hospital in Kalgoorlie. The consumer was very concerned that by the time
of their release it would be stolen or badly damaged. It needed to be moved and taken
to a secure parking place. Consumers on Kalgoorlie's mental health ward do not have
direct access to a social worker. Ward staff attempted to assist the consumer but without
success.

Action: The Official Visitor contacted police and then a roadhouse near to the car and
arranged for it to he secured. Council also wrote to the hospital about the issue and plans to
increase the nursing staff ratio as it is openly acknowledged that due to difficulties attracting
staff, nurses have to take on the welfare worker role.

Status: As at 30 June Council was awaiting responses from the health service.



SSUE 12: LICENSED PRIVATE PSYCHIATRIC HOSTELS

General Observations and comment: The licensed private psychiatric (LPP) hostel sector
comprises a range of facilities from small suburban houses accommodating 3 to 5 people, to

custom built cluster housing developments and older, larger facilities with up to 84 residents.

Some are managed by not for profit organisations and some as private businesses, often family
run.

This year has seen:

the opening of 3 new Community Supported Residential Units (CSRUs) in Bunbury,
Bentley and Armadale and the second Community Options house in Mount Claremont

(in June 2009) comprising an extra 77 beds in the licensed hostel sector;

the closure of one hostel (Dudley House with 16 beds); and

the completion of the first year of operation of the first Community Options house in
Kelmscott.

Anecdotally the Kelmscott Community Options house has been very successful and Official
Visitors have not had to deal with any issues arising out of the house. The opening of the new

CSRUs and Community Options housing has also meant the introduction of some new non
government organisations to the mental health licensed hostel sector which is welcomed.

Issues of concern to Council remain, however:

There have been some "teething" problems with the CSRU's. Apart from some design
flaws, notably the lack of a communal area where all residents can gather, issues are

emerging relating to the selection of residents. In particular there is a strict no drug!
no alcohol policy. A significant proportion of mental health consumers have a dual
diagnosis involving drug or alcohol issues. This can mean either that they are not
accepted for residence; alternatively they are "set up to fail". Head of Council has had
some discussions with relevant parties regarding this concern.

The accommodation provided in the new CSRUs and Community Options houses
is largely in stark contrast to the level of accommodation and rehabilitation support

provided in other, mainly privately owned, hostels in which the vast majority of
residents continue to live. By Council's calculations even when all the planned new
CSRUs and Community Options housing is opened, at least half the residents of
licensed psychiatric hostels will still be living in large privately owned hostels where

the standard of accommodation, care and support levels is substantially less than in
the new CSRU's and Community Options housing. Council understands that the level

of financial support given by the Health Department varies and that there is significant

variation in the amount being paid by hostel residents which does not necessarily
match up with the standard of accommodation and care provided.

There needs to be a greater variety of accommodation made available. While

anecdotally some of the privately owned hostels are now reporting vacancies, this is
in part because neither they nor the NGO run hostels will take residents with complex

health needs or dual diagnosis issues as referred to above. There is also no secure
long ferm homelike accommodation available for consumers like those described in
Issue 1 above. More accommodation for adolescents and younger adults as well as
the elderly is also needed. People needing this type of accommodation are either
homeless or locked up on hospital wards.
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Regional areas need more accommodation - Kalgoorlie for example has no step-
down facility at all. Albany, Bunbury and Busselton have CSRUs but no Community
Options type housing for consumers who need higher levels of care.

The Licensing Standards for Private Psychiatric Hostels are well overdue for review
and progress on improving the standard of accommodation is in many privately owned

hostels remains painstakingly slow. The wording of the standards needs amending
as they can be difficult to apply both from the perspective of the hostel owner and
those assessing whether the standards are met, including Official Visitors.

Illustration 1: Physical conditions - Issues reported this year included:

poor cleaning practices particularly in bathrooms but also in kitchens and dining
rooms;

poor maintenance with shabby dirty furniture, TVs remaining broken for weeks at a

time, shower curtains needing replacing, a broken window which took months to
fix, broken locks on residents' cupboards not being replaced in a timely fashion;

lack of soap or hand towels in bathrooms;

kitchen staff failing to use proper food handling practices, for example using bare
hands to transfer rice from bag to container and foodstuffs found to be well past
the use-by date or, for example, containing weevils; and

threadbare sheets and lack of blankets in winter.

Action: Council has maintained a close watching brief on several hostels during the year as
issues emerged during the regular inspections conducted pursuant to the Ministerial directive.

Usually the Official Visitors raised the issue with the Supervisor and it was followed up the
following month with another visit. The aim is to work with hostel owners to achieve change
and there has been notable improvement in one large hostel with whom Council has been
working for some time. In some cases further meetings were required with the licensee and
Head of Council also attended one meeting with the licensee and Official Visitor. In some
cases the licensees have reported that they were unaware of the issue and have been pleased
to be able to make the change.

Illustration 2: Financial issues - Council was made aware of 3 issues this year involving

financial matters. In two cases the family of the residents complained. In one case they
were unhappy that the hostel had purchased clothes for the resident using the resident's
money but without providing receipts and when the family usually purchased the resident's
clothing. In the second case it was a dispute over the fees and a failure by the hostel to
provide the family with proof of the cigarettes and cash which they said they had provided
to the resident. In the third case the resident had purchased a laptop computer with the
Federal Government bonus payment. Subsequently the resident wanted some cash and
sold the laptop to the licensee for considerably less than had been paid for it,

Action: In the cases involving the families Official Visitors worked with them to resolve the
issues with the licensees. The Public Trustee was also notified in one of these cases. It was
the situation in one case that the hostel owner alleged that the resident had refused to sign for
cash and cigarettes received.
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In the third case the licensee was spoken to and agreed to give the laptop back to the resident

and the resident was slowly paying the licensee back for the cash received. The licensee said

he was protecting the resident, because the resident would have otherwise sold the laptop to
someone else for even less money and never been able to recover it. All these issues arose

at about the time of the Government bonus payment so Official Visitors were also asked to
be especially vigilant when visiting hostels to endeavour to make sure that no residents were
being taken advantage of at that time.

Status: There remain concerns about the accountability procedures in handling of money in
some hostels.

illustration 3: Dispensing of medication - most hostel residents are on substantial
quantities of medication. Official Visitors have raised concerns this year about hostel staff
dispensing medication from a Webster Pac into a cup thereby negating the value of the
Webster Pac and increasing the likelihood of medication errors, leaving the medication on

an open counter in cups not properly identified by resident and vulnerable to a resident
taking another resident's medication, and getting residents to share the same cup of water
to take their medication.

Action: The issues have been raised with the licensees and changes made.

illustration 4: Security - A resident in a hostel claimed of being assaulted and raped by
a guest of another hostel resident.

Action: An Official Visitor gave support to the resident and subsequent discussions were held

with the hostel supervisor and other residents regarding security at the hostel. The resident has
since left the hostel.

Comment: Official Visitors have concerns about the security at this hostel but are also acutely
aware that the hostel is the home of the residents. It seems that some of the residents tend
to regularly stay up until very late at night and let guests into the hostel despite the doors
otherwise being locked. Most hostels have only one staff member on site during the night
and they are on a "sleep shift". As no other residents complained to Official Visitors about the

security issues and the hostel licensee appeared to have done everything reasonable, Official
Visitors have not taken the issue any further.

Illustration 5: Access to clinical and allied health services - Official Visitors continue

to receive complaints from hostel owners, residents and families of residents about lack of
access to clinical and allied health services. Official Visitors also regularly note health issues

and the need for dental treatment, podiatry and the like by residents. Conversely this year

Official Visitors also dealt with one hostel licensee who was trying to limit the access the
local Mental Health Clinic.

Action: Official Visitors continue to raise the issues with relevant parties. Next year Council will

also be following up on how frequently hostel residents are being reviewed by a psychiatrist as

Council is concerned that too often hostel residents are forgotten about.

I
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Illustration 6: Access to rehabilitation services - This continues to be an issue for
some hostel residents who complain of boredom and a general lack of access to programs

focussed on rehabilitation skills. There have also been complaints by businesses and retailers

in one local government area which houses several large hostels about hostel residents and

others (presumably homeless people) begging on the streets.

Action: Council continues to raise this issue and Official Visitors try to assist on an individual
basis. In addition an Official Visitor has taken part in a local government series of interagency

meetings relating to the complaints by local business and shop owners in an endeavour to
ensure that hostel residents have a voice,

ISSUE 13: BAN ON SMOKING IN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
FACILITIES

A ban on smoking in all Department of Health facilities including mental health units, wards
and clinics has been imposed since 1 January 2008. Council's position since May 2008,
renewed in June 2009, is to oppose the ban in locked wards and to argue for the return of
designated smoking areas.

Official Visitors continue to get complaints from consumers, their families and staff about the

smoking ban. The ban resulted in exploitative prices for cigarettes for those people who could
not leave hospital grounds but had ground access and would seek out cigarettes. Involuntary
consumers have no choice about being in hospital and no choice as to the hospital or ward
they are in. To require them to give up smoking when they are so unwell adds significantly to
their distress.

Council's reporting system is not able to specifically identify the number of complaints reported

by Official Visitors as they are logged under the title "Administrative Practice" along with several

other issues (see item 8.1 in appendix 15A - page 78). The number of complaints recorded
under that heading was 97. It is also probably fair to say that many complaints received by
Official Visitors while on the wards are not recorded and that they continue to receive regular

complaints from consumers and staff about the smoking ban.

As already referred to above the ban also poses difficult issues for family and friends visiting

consumers with some have been searched before being allowed entry. In other cases family
who are able to take the consumer home for the day are faced with the dilemma of whether
to allow the consumer to smoke knowing that they will be denied the right on return to the
hospital.

Council took part in a Forum at Graylands on the issue and advocated on behalf of consumers

to ensure that a punitive approach was not taken to enforcing the smoking prohibition.
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ONGOING ISSUES RAISED IN PREVIOUS ANNUAL REPORTS THAT
STLLL REQU IRE REMEDY

Below is a year by year summarised list of issues which have been raised in previous Annual

Reports and which remain remained unresolved during 2008-2009.

ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 1998-1999

1 The definition of "affected person" in s175 of the Act needs to be expanded
to include voluntary consumers, referred persons and individuals subject to a
Hospital Order under the Criminal Law (Mentally Impaired Accused) Act 1996 so
that they may be assisted by Official Visitors

This requires an amendment to the Act which has been recommend by the Holman Review and

accepted by the previous Government. Council is aware that the first draft of the new Mental
Health Act is so amended but in the meantime Council continues to be asked for a range of
assistance by individuals who we cannot help. Council is particularly concerned about the
rights of people who are awaiting assessment (on a form 1 also called referred persons), those

on a hospital order, people using Mental Health Community services and the many people who

tell Official Visitors that they are voluntary but only because the doctor told them they would be

made involuntary if they did not agree to go into hospital. The current definition also makes it
difficult when consumers switch from involuntary to voluntary status.

2 Consumer access to personal records pursuant to ssl6O & 161 of the Act is too
restrictive

The Act allows for a "suitably qualified other" person to access a consumer's medical record
on his/her behalf if it is determined that the consumer should not have this access. The Chief
Psychiatrist's restriction of suitably qualified other" ONLY to psychiatrists should be reviewed
as a matter of urgency to allow the appropriate involvement of other professional groups. The

Chief Psychiatrist has received advice that legal practitioners cannot withhold information from

their clients. Therefore the restriction to psychiatrist for 'suitably qualified others" will remain.

3 Guidelines required re medical treatment which may be approved by the Chief
Psychiatrist pursuant to silO of the Act should not be delegated

The Chief Psychiatrist has delegated this power to the Heads of Mental Health services and
states that this allows for the distinction between "authoriser" and "prescriber". In Council's

view guidelines must be developed regarding the use of the Chief Psychiatrist's delegated
authority to approve medical treatment. There must be a separation between the psychiatrist
who may prescribe non-psychiatric medical treatment and the psychiatrist who consents to
the giving of non-psychiatric medical treatment, e.g. contraception. The Council cannot think
of any other medical field where a prescribing doctor also provides consent to the prescription/

treatment. This should be made clear in the legislation.

4 The impact of overcmwding in authorised hospitals

While there has perhaps been slightly less pressure on beds at certain times during the past
12 months, perhaps due to better bed management as a result of the Assertive Patient Bed
Flow project, there have still been:

instances of hot-bedding,
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+ queues of 'civil consumers waiting to get out of the forensic unit onto a public mental
health ward;

+ people being sent home on leave and turning up at hospital a few days later to have
no bed allocated.

Council has also been advised of a series of consumers who ultimately found themselves
in the forensic unit having previously been turned away by hospital Emergency Departments

or clinics (which cases were referred on to the Office of the Chief Psychiatrist). Council is
also aware of instances of higher proportions of involuntary consumers being placed on open
wards which can impact on the safely and suitability of the ward unless extra nursing staff
are also provided. Council will also be closely watching the impact of the 4 Hour Rule and is
concerned about people being inappropriately sent to mental health wards in the "rush" to get
them out of the ED.

5 Lack of system wide policies that have a direct impact on consumers

Depending on the hospital or service, consumers are likely to be subject to different rules,
expectations and terminology. For example, there are no sector wide policies in relation to
searches of the person, use of video surveillance, handling of complaints and the use of
mobile telephones, among other issues. See also "Issues First Raised in 1999-2000 - Human
Relations and Intimacy" below for further examples of the lack of system wide policies and a
summary of Council's survey on visitor access.

6 "Second" opinions pmcess not providing truly independent opinions and related
issues

As can be seen from Issue 2 above, this remains a concern by Council.

7 Minimal health care and support services provided to residents of psychiatric
hostels

Services to hostel residents have been an issue since the Council began and continues to
be an issue. While various Commonwealth funded programs have been introduced in the
past 12-18 nionths, they do not seem to be benefitting many hostel residents. There is also
increasingly a great variety in the level of health care and support services provided to people

in licensed hostels with some of the newer hostels run by NGO's receiving more funding per
resident than others and offering more support services than the privately run hostels. While
Council welcomes these initiatives the fact remains that the bulk of hostel residents will remain
living in the larger privately owned hostels. (See Issue 12 above.)

8 Licensing standards in licensed private psychiatric hostels required

The Council welcomed the introduction of standards for hostels and a three year process of
implementation from 01 January 2004. Council argued that the reports of standards that are

monitored and audited by the Licensing Standards and Review Unit (LSRU) should be subject

to procedures to facilitate publicly accessible reporting. Since then there have been issues
raised every year about hostel standards and Council has now been told that the planned
review which was already overdue and which Council was hoping to use to see change
implemented has been abandoned. (See Issue 12 above.)

9 Lack of facilities and privacy in licensed hostel bathrooms and toilets

As stated in 1998-1999 Residents should be confident that soap and plugs are available in

bathrooms (Hospital Act regulations) and that shower and lavatory doors are opaque and lock

(Ucensing Standards). As can be seen from Issue 12 above, this is an ongoing concern.
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10 Bedrooms and wardrobes in psychiatric hostels don't always ensure privacy and
security

All bedrooms should have doors that can lock and wardrobes that are lockable. A master key,

available to the shift supervisor should any problems arise, should alleviate the concerns that
prevent individuals being able to secure their possessions. Complaints from residents continue

and Official Visitors continue to raise such issues.

ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 1999-2000

1 Facilities for children and adolescents

In 1999-2000 Council called for a contingency plan for occasions when all beds are full at the
Bentley Adolescent Unit (BAU) at the WAY Centre attached to Bentley Hospital. In 2005 -
2006 the issue was raised again and in 2007-2008 Council raised numerous concerns about
the BAU calling for it to be replaced. Council also noted that a Review of Child & Adolescent

Mental Health Services in Western Australia by Professor Barry Nurcombe in July 2007
identified a number of serious gaps in both funding and the provision of mental health services

to this age group. As can be seen from Issue 3 above, not much has changed in 2008-2009

and Council remains extremely concerned about the BAU and the services offered to children
and adolescents and their parents.

2 Human relations and need for intimacy

These issues are ongoing. There has been some improvement but access to the phone and
privacy for making phone calls is an ongoing issue as is access to visitors and even consumers'
access to their own bedrooms:

public phones are often broken and not repaired for long periods of time;

mobile phones are often removed from consumers if they have a an inbuilt camera
(though this policy is not consistent across facilities);

visitor access varies widely both between hospitals and within hospitals;

o some open wards allow family and friends in consumers' bedrooms, others do not
o Armadale HDU consumers have to book the one interview room available for

visitors;

o some hospitals inspect gifts even on open wards, others do not;

o Bunbury PICU prohibits fast food, flowers and caffeine based products as gifts: and

at several hospitals access by consumers to their own bedrooms is an issue. Official
Visitors hear time and again from consumers on locked wards that they just need a
bit of "peace and quiet" or some time to themselves but they cannot get off the ward

and cannot go to their own bedrooms during the day to get away from the noise of the

ward. In most cases the reason the rooms are locked off is a staffing issue.

3 Often no access to on-site gyms, or to exercise equipment etc

Access to physical exercise opportunities varies between hospitals and wards. There has been

some improvement: Wii games have been taken up with enthusiasm in some wards and the
well-Being Program run by Graylands' physiotherapy Department is to be commended hut
more needs to be done. In particular consumers continue to complain that weekends are
especially difficult because of the lack of scope for any physical activity. Boredom is a very
common complaint made to Official Visitors.
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ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 2002-2003

1 Access to Allied Health Professionals/Multi-disciplinary team

Official Visitors continue to hear about lack of access to Allied Health Professionals, in
particular social workers and welfare workers and difficulties when staff go on leave and are

not replaced. In the past one of the issues has been difficulties finding staff to hire hut Council

will be watching closely for the impact of budget cuts.

2 Need to improve opportunities for socialisation for people with a long term
illness

Despite extra beds in Community Supported Residential Units (CSRUs) and Community
Options housing having opened up this year, there remain a significant number of people living

inappropriately on hospital wards who need alternative accommodation in step-down and
other types of facilities. As noted in last year's Annual Report and again this year (see Issue
1), Council is also concerned that there are two groups of acutely unwell consumers who are
being treated in mental health secure wards but who will not qualify for the new CSRU and

Community Options initiatives of the Health Department. These people are likely to be left
languishing in the acute hospital wards without appropriate care and reducing the care levels

available to other mental health consumers. While this situation continues there will continue to
be overcrowding and the wards risk being neither safe nor suitable.

3 Specific areas for visitors are inadequate or non-existent in many in patient
facilities

Although it is the case that consumers are being consulted more often about new facilities, this
issue needs to be kept on the record as a reminder - any new inpatient facilities, particularly
secure units, should incorporate designated visitors' areas into their design and existing units
should be refurbished to accommodate designated visitors' areas. As already referred to
above under the heading of Human relations and the need for intimacy" areas for consumers
to meet with visitors remain inadequate.

ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 2003-2004

1 Hospital Emergency Departments (ED) and the management of people with a
mental illness

Although there have been improvements in relation to treatment in ED's, Council continues
to hear about people not being treated with respect or dignity in ED's and is also concerned
about the impact of the 4 hour rule so this issue is being kept in the Annual Report.

2 Indigenous services

It was noted in 2003-2004 that there was a desperate need for a range of new initiatives in
indigenous mental health services so that the health and associated needs of people from
metropolitan, rural and remote areas of the State can be better met and understood and their

care individualised. In 2004-2005 Council welcomed the range of initiatives that were planned

to meet the needs of indigenous people in the W.A. Mental Health Plan and stated it would
participate in any consultative processes established for this purpose. Council has not been
invited to take part in any processes and is unaware of what, if anything, has been done.
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3 People with Acquired Brain Injury (ABI)

As stated in 2003-2004 Annual Report, and repeated every year since, secure mental health
units are being used as a solution to house this group of people because there is nowhere else

for them to go. The Council remains concerned about the treatment being received by people

with an ABI, whether their rights are respected, and the impact on staff and other mental
health consumers. (See Issue 1 above.)

4 Mental Health Review Board hearings: medical staff attendance and/or reports

In 2003-2004 Council raised the issue of hearings being adjourned because medical staff did

not attend and the perception by the consumer that fairness and justice are compromised. As
can he seen from Issue 5 above these issues continue.

5 Community Treatment Order issues

Instances of breaches and potential breaches of the Act have been cited every year since
2003-2004 as they related to complaints received from consumers subject to Community
Treatment Orders and the position this year has not changed. (See Issue 4 above.)

SSUES FIRST RAISED IN 2004-2005

I Low representation of individuals at Mental Health Review Board (MHRB)
hearings

Research was undertaken in 2005 to establish why so few individuals have representation
or support when their status was reviewed by the MHRB (at that time approximately 14.5%
of reviews had Council or Mental Health Law Centre representatives in attendance with
the consumer). As a result Council undertook a project designed to increase the numbers
of consumers being represented at hearings. The project continued for 2 years until being
abandoned at the beginning of this Report year. The result has seen a decline in the number of

consumers represented down from about 26% last year to 20.6°/s this year based on MHRB
figures. (See Issue 5 above for an analysis of the figures.)

2 Cigarette smoking in authorised hospitals

In 2004-2005 Council raised the concern that the prohibition of cigarette smoking within 5
metres of the doors to government buildings and 10 metres of air conditioning units was
having a direct and negative impact on consumers, especially those confined to secure wards.

Council argued that individuals should be able, and encouraged, to manage their own smoking

habit. Subsequently the Department of Health's smoking prohibition took effect from iJanuary
2008. As already noted issues continue and Council continues to advocate for designated
smoking areas. (See Issue 13 above.)

ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 2005-2006

1 Advising "Another Person" of the Consumer's Rights - section 157 of the Act

In 2005-2006 Council noted that the recluirement that another person be given a copy of the
explanation given to the consumer about their rights was not always happening and that in
most hospitals there was no provision for recording that this explanation had been followed.
Official Visitors have continued to follow up on these records in hospital hut implementation
remains inconsistent.
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2 Neglect of dental health, hygiene and treatment

These concerns have not diminished. Although the Graylands Dental Hospital expanded
in 2006-2007 there was untii recently no provision for long term Graylands consumers to
have regular check-ups and consumers with obvious need for dental care are still seen by
Official Visitors. Hostel residents also continue to have little or no access and Council is
aware that the Emergency Dental Subsidy, a state government initiative to reduce the waitlist

for people needing dental treatment through public dental health, was withdrawn as of 1 July

2009. Podiatry services are also badly needed for long term consumers and hostel residents.

Access to GPs is another ongoing concern for hostel residents and too often Official Visitors

hear from consumers that doctors are not interested in their physical health ailments. (See
Issue 9 above.)

3 Ageing of the population of Licensed Private Psychiatric Hostels

As with the general population, so too the hostel population is ageing. It has long concerned
the Council that a hostel might not be the most appropriate accommodation for people with

unmet physical needs. The Council continues to recommend to both the Chief Psychiatrist
and the Mental Health Division that Aged Care Assessment Team (ACAT) assessments for all

older psychiatric hostel residents are undertaken and the Council recommends that all hostel
residents over 60 are examined and assessed by a psycho-geriatric team.

ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 2006-2007

Complaints processes need to be improved and made consistent

Council conducted a survey of the complaints management process in authorised hospitals in

2006-2007 resulting in a number of recommendations including that there be a review of local

policies. Issues with the complaints process were highlighted in last year's Annual Report and

again this year. The issues range from delays to inappropriate handling of the investigation to
the lack of consistency across the sector. (See Issue 7 above.)

ISSUES FIRST RAISED IN 2007-2006

Mental Health Review Board hearing process

Various issues were raised in last year's reports about the MHRB process as experienced by

consumers and have been raised again this year. The issues range from attempts to increase

the level of support and representation in hearings to late provision of doctors' reports and
reliance on hearsay statements or inaccurate file information. Council sought and received
directions from the previous Minister for Health to convene an ad hoc committee of relevant
parties to look into the issues hut this was put on hold by the current Minister for Mental
Health. (See Issue 5.)
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GOOD NEWS JN 2008-2009

Official Visitors are aware that most employees in the mental health sector work very hard
under difficult conditions and with dedication and professionalism. It is therefore important to

acknowledge that, despite the issues raised in this report, many consumers are treated with

respect, their rights are observed and that there are some good news stories:

long term consumer on a secure ward referred to in last year's Annual Report was able
to get funding to move into more suitable accommodation following intervention by the
Minister for Mental Health. As well as the Official Visitor allocated to this consumer, a lot

of people both inside and outside the hospital, worked long and hard for this outcome,
which is of benefit to the particular consumer, the consumer's family and other mental
health consumers who need a bed on the ward.

Another long term consumer referred to in last year's Annual Report who was being detained

on the lorensic unit (although a civil consumer) because of staff attitudes and beliefs about

the consumer, was moved to another ward and has since been made voluntary. Again a

nuniber of key people and the Official Visitor were involved in this outcome.

The introduction of the Starlight Foundation into the Bentley Adolescent Unit. Council

noted in last year's Annual Report that the BAU, unlike Princess Margaret Hospital, was not

the regular recipient of donations and grants to improve the unit and its facilities. Thanks to

assistance from the Health Consumers Council, followed up by Bentley hospital staff and

Official Visitors, the Starlight Foundation is now involved with the BAU working on a mural
with children on the ward.

Official Visitors report a notable improvement in conditions and staff practices on Murchison

Ward at Graylands which houses long term consumers and which has long been a source

of complaint in Council's Annual Reports. The reports of Official Visitors are borne out by

the statistics with the number of requests made by Murchison consumers for visits having

fallen by 45% which is also the first decrease since Council was established.

Consumers no longer have to use stubby pencils at Armadale - as reported in last year's
Annual Report.

Since 1997 Council has been raising the issue of the outdoor area at the Joondalup secure

unit being inadequate calling for it to be extended to an appropriate size and configured

to enable access to the garden. The extensions to the hospital are now complete and the
outdoor area is considerably improved.

There have been physical improvements to a number ot wards at Graylands, Frankland

and Armadale hospitals. The outdoor area at Armadale secure ward, for example, now has

fake grass which is a considerable improvement in this very small and dark, high-walled

outdoor area. Improvements have also been made to the open ward outdoor area. New

flooring has been put into a number of Graylands and Frankland wards along with some

renovated bathrooms.

mobile polling booth was provided at Graylands by the State Electoral Office in time for

last year's State election.

The building of the new CSRUs and Community Options housing has seen not only
an extra 61 licensed hostel beds but all of those beds are in smaller, more home-like
accommodation with access to higher levels of support to aid rehabilitation and recovery.
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STRATEGIC PLAN 2008-2009 AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

GENERAL COMMENT

As noted in last year's Annual Report, the 2008-2009 Strategic Plan was designed as an interim

plan pending increased funding and resources, sought in a business case submitted to the
Department of Health in November 2007, and anticipated changes arising out of the new Mental

Health Act. With increased administrative support, Council could begin the process of trying to
implement some of the recommendations made in the Kirwan Review (reported in last year's Annual

Report) and begin preparing for the changes being introduced in the new Mental Health Act.
However, the drafting of the new Mental Health Act has been delayed and the request for increased

resources, in particular a fourth office staff member, was denied.

The lack of increased administrative support is of concern to Council, The current allocated Council

office staff is three full time equivalent employees (FIE). In 1998-1999 when Council started, it had

19 Official Visitors (reduced to 15 the following year), 362 consumers, and received 439 requests

for visits with 2.75 FTE providing the administrative support.

As seen from the table below, today Council has over 30 Official Visitors (31 as at 30 June 2009 as

a result of resignations hut more are needed to respond to requests for visits in a timely fashion),

nearly triple the number of consumers (850, last year 1052) and 6 times the number of requests for

visits (2775), yet the administrative staff support numbers have increased by only 0.25 PIE.

Having more than double the number of consumers, double the number of Official Visitors and

triple the number of consumer requests means niore than double and sometime triple the number

of phone calls, correspondence and administrative work related to Official Visitors' reports and

pay claims. No time is left for policy work and the office staff struggle to keep up with the reporting
requirements.

In fact during 2008-2009 Council's administrative support was even more severely depleted: for
most of the year the office was manned by an Acting Executive Officer and various casual "temp'

staff. At times Official Visitors were asked to step in to man the phones and Head of Council carried

out a number of the functions previously the responsibility of the Executive Officer. It is hoped
that this situation will not continue in 2009-2010 but it is also the case that Council needs more

administrative support as recommended by the Kirwan Review.

Consumers Requests Official
.Visitors Admin staff

1998-1999 362 439 19 2.75

2008-2009 850 2775 31 3
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OVERVIEW OF STRATEGIC PLAN

The goals, strategies and outcomes of the 2008-2009 Strategic Plan are set out below, Most

of the strategies were implemented but a number of them had to be abandoned as a result of

delays in the new legislation, the change in Government and Minister, and inadequate Council office

administrative support.

To OPERATE THE COUNCIL IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LEGISLATIVE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE MENTAL HEALTH AC1

1.1. Ensure that each authorised hospital is visited at least once in each month.

The practice of having formal inspections with a specific focus and informal inspections or

mail box runs continued in 2008-2009. The aim of focus areas is to assist Oflicial Visitors to

carry out their functions set out in section 188 of the Act including ensuring that consumer

rights have been observed and that the ward or hostel is kept in a condition that is 'safe
and otherwise suitable". The focus areas in 2008-2009 were: Statutory Rights; Human

Rights; Clothing and Personal Effects; Night Visits; Christmas and New Year Activities; Food;

Visitors; Access to Personal Belongings; Seclusion and Phone and Visitor Restrictions; and

Ward/Hostel Environment (maintenance and furnishings). There were 399 authorised hospital

visits this year compared with 367 last year. This is partly because Council decided mid

way through 2007-2008 that secure wards should be inspected every month. Apart from

the November night visits, and in accordance with Council's usual practice, no visits were
announced. Appendices 7A and 7B set out the visits and timing of visits. Those hospitals

with more wards get more visits because Official Visitors are not able to visit every ward in one

session. One authorised hospital, KEMH, missed out on one visit due to a rostering error.

1.2. Ensure that at any time the Minister so directs a place where any affected
person is detained cared for or treated under this Act is visited by an Official
Visitor in accordance with that direction.

The practice of having formal and informal inspections with a specific focus running parallel

with the hospital inspections continued in 2008-2009. There were 225 visits this year

compared with 203 last year. In accordance with Council's usual practice, most visits were

unannounced. Larger hostels tend to get more visits because of the number of residents.

From time to time extra visits were scheduled where there was a running issue or concern to

be followed up or where Council received a complaint about the hostel conditions. A number

of the mainly smaller group homes were not inspected every second month. This appears to

be due to a rostering error caused by the numerous staff changes and staff shortages of the

Council office. Appendices 8A and 8B set out the visits and timing of visits.

1.3. Ensure that an affected person is visited as soon as practicable after a visit
is requested.

All calls were responded to within 48 hours of being made and visits made as soon as

practicable thereafter if requested in accordance with Council's policy. Due to a change in

policy during the year, most new consumers calling Council for the first time were responded

to within 24 hours.
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1.4. Report to the Minister or refer and make reports to the Chief Psychiatrist as
required.

A number of mafters were referred through the year to the Chief Psychiatrist as noted in part

2 of this report. Three matters have been referred to the Minister for Mental Health relating

to the BAU, the MHRB process and DSC funding for a patient although various issues have

been raised with him in regular bimonthly meetings.

TO INCREASE THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE COUNCIL TO, AND CONTACT WITH,
AFFECTED PERSONS WHO ARE LIVING IN HOSTELS AND GROUP HOMES:

2.1. Continue allocating teams of Official Visitors to designated hostels and group
homes with a view to increasing contact and relationships with hostel/home
residents.

Hostel/group home Official Visitor teams were continued however the number of consumers

requesting contact reduced slightly. See appendix 13A.

2.2 Official Visitor teams write to licensees offering to host in formation
presentations or attend residents' meetings at hostels and group homes.

This was achieved and 4 presentations were given. Two hostels have also held residents'

meetings for the first time as a result of the suggestion being made by Council, one of which
was attended by an Official Visitor.

2.3. Improve liaison with the Licensing Standards Review Unit (L.SRU) on regulations
governing Hostels and Group Homes including discussing current regulations
and concerns over the compliance with these.

A meeting was held on 30 October 2008 with LSRU but a second scheduled meeting had
to be postponed. There has also been other telephone contact regarding standards and
concerns.

2.4. Be available to take part and provide in put into the drafting of new standards
as is being proposed by LSRU.

Council has been advised that the review of the standards is no longer going ahead.

2.5. Request information on exemptions held by Group Homes, CSRU's and
possibly some Hostels in relation to the Regulations.

This was achieved.

TO INCREASE THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE COUNCIL TO. AND CONTACT WITH,
AFFECTED PERSONS WHO ARE ON COMMUNITY TREATMENT ORDERS (CTOs):

3.1. Set up a working party to draft pamphlets for people on CTOs setting out CTO
rights and obligations with Council details, publish and make sure these are
sent out to all clinics.

This was achieved and the new pink" pamphlet has been distributed.

3.2 Approach Mental Health Review Board (MHRB) to post out pamphlets to
consumers with their Notice of Review.

This was achieved.
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33. Explore other ways of getting in formation about the Council and consumers'
rights while on a CTO out to those consumers through group meetings.

This is ongoing and further work needs to he done as Council continues to assist consumers

with serious issues relating to CTOs yet the number of people on a CTO who contacted the
Council fell slightly (see appendix 13A).

3.4. Visit or contact (as appropriate) selected clinics from time to time including
offering to undertake educational sessions with clinic staff on the role of the
Council.

Official Visitors continued to make presentations at various Mental Health clinics from time
to time.

4. TO IMPROVE THE MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW BOARD PROCESS FOR AFFECTED
PERSONS:

4.1. Lobby the MHRB, Minister and Health Department to improve the problems
with the process, including calling for an ad hoc committee to be established
to look at ways of improving the process. Take part in the committee.

The previous Minister for Health asked Head of Council to convene, organise and support

the committee but the new Minister for Mental Health asked Head of Council to delay its
implementation pending the arrival of the Commissioner for Mental Health and Well Being.
Given the delay in the arrival of the Commissioner, Council has adopted another educative

approach as part of its 2009-20 10 strategic plan. In the meantime Head of Council continued

to meet from time to time with the President of the MHRB and to raise issues with both the
MHRB and the management of various hospitals.

4.2. Continue to promote and offer Official Visitorrepresentation in MHRB hearings
to consumers via various means including having a standing question on
formal inspection forms asking consumers if they have a review coming up.

This was achieved. In addition, Official Visitors encouraged consumers to contact the Mental

Health Law Centre (MHLC) for representation. There has been a slight fall in the number
of consumers being represented by Official Visitors. See Issue 5 in Part 2 of this report for
analysis of the statistics.

4.3. Continuing education for Official Visitors on how best to advocate for
consumers at MHRB hearings.

All Official Visitors had a training session conducted by the MHLC in June 2009. Newly

appointed Official Visitors had a separate training session by the MHLC in April 2009.

4.4. Identify and approach potential panel appointees who may be able to pmvide
reports and information on clients with sensitive issues (such as CALD
consumers) for consideration by the MHRB.

This plan was abandoned.

4.5. Explore ideas for ways of better identifying people coming up for periodical
review with a view to letting them know Official Visitors are available to assist
in the preparation and/or hearing.

This is ongoing but Official Visitors now inquire at every visit about consumers who have a
review coming up. Further work needs to be done given that only 20.6% of consumers are
represented at MHRB hearings and the figure for consumers represented by has fallen this
year (see Issue 5 in Part 2 above).
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TO PLAN FOR THE CHANGES WHICH WILL BE BROUGHT IN BY THE NEW
MENTAL HEALTH ACT iN PARTICULAR, IN RELATION TO THE COUNCIL BEING
RESPONSIBLE FOR VOLUNTARY PATIENTS AND A YOUTH ADVOCATE:

5.1. Obtain a copy of and review the draft provisions.

A draft of Part 18 which deals with the Council was provided but shortly after there was a
change in Government and Council was told that drafting of the new Act had stopped. No
further work had been done as at 30 June 2009, pending instructions being given for the
drafting of the new Act to continue.

5.2. Set up a sub-committee to consider the implications of the new provisions
and to report to Council with recommendations.

Not achieved as Council is waiting for further instructions in relation to the continued drafting
of the new Act.

5.3. To be ready to implement changes as and when necessary should the
legislation be passed and become law before 30 June 2009.

Was not applicable.

5.4. To draft a "vision" or set of values to be used for the next Strategic Plan.

This wasachieved and Council agreed upon: To protect and promote the rights and
quality of life, and advocate for and on behalf, of affected persons (as defined by the
Mental Health Act 1996) using mental health services in Western Australia.

TO BETTER CAPTURE AND UTILISE THE INFORMATION GATHERED BY OFFICIAL
VISITORS:

6.1. Focus Group, with the help of the Council office staff, to explore and report
on a simple computer system which can be used to collect data provided by
inspection reports so the information is better captured. (See also 7.3 & 7.4
below.)

Due to resourcing issues this has not been progressed.

6.2. Conduct at least one survey as determined by the Executive Committee in
consultation with the Focus Group committee.

Two surveys were completed - on visitor access and seclusion. A summary of the seclusion
survey is provided in part 2 of this Report under Issue 8. The results of the visitor survey are
referred to in Part 2 under "Ongoing Issues that require remedy".

TO ESTABLISH BETTER COUNCIL PROCEDURES AND PROTOCOLS:

7.1. Council Office staff to complete, publish and maintain a Manual of Council
Policies, Protocols and Procedures.

Despite the Council office being severely understaffed for most of the year, the Manual was
completed and published due to a lot of work by the Acting Executive Officer, Cate Wray,
Head of Council and various Official Visitors. It will be updated every 6 months. The Manual
was important in that it sets out, for the ffrst time in a single document, Council's procedures,

policies and position statements and provides the basis for training of new Official Visitors.
Apart from the regular change-over of Official Visitors, changes in office staff (including
almost continuous use of casual temporary staff this year) highlighted the urgent need for
the Manual.



7.2 Draft and agree on policies and protocols for:

7.2.1. Handling of serious complaints;

7.2.2. Official Visitor safety; and

7.2.3. Incident debriefing.

Council endorsed a Serious Issues Policy which sets out the procedure to be followed when

a consumer raises a complaint of a serious nature (as defined by the policy) with an Official

Visitor. For example, a complaint about sexual assault would tall within this policy.

A policy on Official Visitor Safety has also been developed. This followed an incident on

a secure ward where an Official Visitor was assaulted. This was the first such incident in

over 10 years of operation. Apart from discussions with the hospital concerned about the

lack of nursing staff attention, Council conducted a training session on Official Visitor Safety

which will be regularly repeated, and instituted a new procedure requiring Official Visitors to

annually refamiliarise themselves with the duress alarm system on each ward visited by them.

Hospitals were also written to requesting assistance in this regard. Further work needs to be

done in relation to incident debriefing but all Official Visitors have been made aware of the

support services which are available and these are set out in the Manual.

7.3. Council office staff to explore options for, report on and establish new
complaints classification system, ideally to start up by 1 July (budget
permitting) (See also 6.2 above and 7.4 below).

This had to be abandoned largely due to lack of staff resources but also perceived budget

issues (Council was incorrectly advised in the second half of the year by the Health Department

that it was over budget). The complaints classification system is based on an earlier version

of the complaints classification system used by the Department of Health. As a result it is not

specific to mental health. This means it is difficult to use by Official Visitors but more importantly

tends to result in inconsistent and misleading recording of issues. The VTS computer system

used to record the complaints is unable to be altered and in any event is badly in need of a

replacement, as many of the statistics have to he calculated manually. As an interim measure

and with the help of Official Visitors, the existing internal complaints classification list was

expanded to better reflect the type of complaints being dealt with by Official Visitors. See

appendix 1 5A. Precise statistics cannot be obtained but by giving examples of the types of

complaints which should be recorded under each heading, Council is able to obtain a better

picture of the types of issues being dealt with.

7.4. Council office staff to investigate and report on the possibility of using the
website as a means of keeping in touch with and/or communicating with
Official Visitors.

Due to resourcing problems and perceived budgeting issues this was not progressed very

far. Inquiries were made of Council's counterparts in other States. Discussions with the
Queensland Visitors' office was informative, though problems had been identified in their

system which required further investigation. The Acting Executive Officer also met with Health

Department IT personnel to discuss the infrastructure of implementing a similar system and

the Council's aging IT server and the possibility of updating of this system. Discussions will
continue in 2009-2010.
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7.5. Identify and take advantage of OV training opportunities.

Various conferences were attended by Official Visitors as well as training conducted on the
Full Council Meeting (FCM) days as follows:

> Metropolitan Official Visitors had a presentation on the Assertive Patient Flow Project
and new "Journeyboards" in September 2008;

Head of Council attended the ANZAPPL Risk vs Rights conference in October 2008;

An Official Visitor attended the Our mob, our mind, our spirit" Indigenous Mental Health

Conference November 2008;

A workshop on Official Visitor Safety was conducted at the November FCM;

Two Official Visitors attended the Richmond Fellowship Recovery from Psychosis
conference in November 2008 which was followed up by an nhouse workshop at the
February FCM;

Two Official Visitors and Head of Council attended a forum on Seclusion in March
2009;

Head of Council and the acting Executive Officer attended the inaugural national
meeting of visitors around Australia on 27 May 2009 followed by the NSW Annual
Conference for its Official Visitors;

" Official Visitors took part in a workshop on advocacy, and heard presentations from
Carers WA, the Carers Advisory Council, the Office of Health Review, Bentley Mental

Health Service about a new project on seclusion, and the Mental Health Law Centre on

issues arising out of Mental Health Review Board hearings at its June FCM.

8. RAiSE THE PROFILE OF THE COUNCIL TO IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY:

8.1. Improve the website (see also above under Goal 7).

For the reasons outlined above this was not done.

8.2. CTO pamphlets (see above under Goal 3).

Completed.

8.3. Hostel and Group Home presentations (see above under Goal 2).

Completed.

8.4. Write to various bodies offering presentations by Official Visitors to give
presentations on the role of the Council including those responsible for
training student nurses, Assistants in Nursing, nurses and psychiatrists.

Due to resource issues this was not achieved though Head of Council gave a number of
presentations during the year including to Kalgoorlie Hospital and at the AIJA Conference on

interpreters and more are planned for 2009-201 0. There have been an increasing number

of instances this year with nursing staff in particular who have not been fully aware of the

powers and functions of Official Visitors. This is perhaps explained by the increasing number

of hospital staff coming from other States or overseas. Council is now exploring the possibility

of producing a DVD or PowerPoint presentation to be used as part of a process of educating
relevant parties about the role of Council.



8.5. Increase and improve the amount of networking by preparing a list of other
organisations in Mental Health and determine which ones the Council should
make better contact/relationships with.

This was achieved and is induded in the Manual. In addition Head of Council met or made
contact with a number of agencies and associations and is continuing to do so.

8.6. Identify potential media opportunities and provide media comment as
appropriate.

Head of Council was to present a report on whether Council should he more proactive in this

area (as has been suggested by some parties) or simply responsive. Due to lack of resources

and other priorities this has not been completed.

CONSUMER CONTACTS (APPENDICES 10 & 13)

This year there was an increasing number of requests from a decreasing number of consumers:

850 consumers made 2775 requests or complaints. This is an increase of 3.7% in the number of
requests but a 19.2% decline in the number of consumers who contacted the Council (from 1052

to 850). This is the first year since 2004-2005 that the number of consumers contacting Council
has not increased.

Council is investigating why the consumer numbers have fallen (as hospital bed numbers remained

the same). Further analysis of the statistics shows that the biggest falls were recorded by Graylands

and Bentley (Mills Street Centre) hospitals both of which fell in terms of overall percentage, and that
the figures might be explained, at least in part, by:

improvements in wards, particularly Murchison ward at Graylands;

the opening up of the new CSRUs and Community Options housing (as there was also a
small fall in the number of hostel consumers);

fewer people being made involuntary (though the statistics on, and possible reasons for,
this are unclear); and

an increasing number of long-stay patients on hospital wards across the Mental Health
system (which would perhaps explain why the number of recluests increased).

Although reductions in consumer numbers were recorded across most facilities (Bunbury Hospital

being a notable exception showing a 55.5% increase), more than 50% of the fall in consumer
numbers (106 consumers) is accounted for by the significant decrease in Graylands' consumers

contacting Council (see appendix 13A). This in part reflects the fact that Graylands has 34,2% of
the beds in the State, but the percentage of consumers from Graylands seeking Council assistance

has also dropped from 43.4% last year to 41.1% (see appendix 11 B). Bentley hospital, which is the

next biggest facility, has 16.2% of the beds, and also had a fall in consumers contacting the Council

-down from 9.8% to 7.6%.

Consistent with the theory that the number of Graylands consumers contacting Council fell in part

due to improvements at the hospital, Council records also show that the number of requests by
Murchison Ward consumers fell by a dramatic 45% from the previous year.

Based on preliminary statistics provided by the Mental Health Review Board (MHRB), the number
of orders niade detaining people in hospital as an involuntary patient fell slightly this year from
2,580 to 2,475. The numbers recorded by the MHRB have been slightly but steadily decreasing
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since 2004-2005. The number of Community Treatment orders issued in 2008-2009, however

increased. Whether this means there are less people being made involuntary, people are being kept

involuntary for longer, and/or more people are being put on CTOs rather than made an involuntary

inpatient is not clear. See the table below for comparison statistics.

The statistics should be treated with caution as they are not all measuring the same thing. For
example, the DoH data does not show a decrease in involuntary patients but it includes 'referred
patients" who are held on a forrii 1 prior to being assessed for a form 6, and patients who were
involuntary the previous year and who continue to be involuntary. The MHRB statistics are based

on the notifications they receive of people put on a form 6, people who have their CTO revoked and

who are readmitted and "other detention orders". Their figures do not include "referred patients" as
they are not notified of these.

The other possible implication of the MHRB figures is that involuntary consumers are staying on

the wards longer (which is the reported anecdotal experience of Official Visitors) and/or that there

are less "revolving door" patients (where patients are made voluntary, leave the hospital, but find

themselves made involuntary and back in hospital again a short time later - perhaps because they
are being kept on the wards longer before being made voluntary).

A number of questions arise from these statistics (if it is the case that fewer people are being made

involuntary and it is a trend rather than a statistical "blip"). For example, is it because people are

being treated earlier or perhaps with a higher degree of success thereby avoiding becoming so

unwell that they are made involuntary; or, given that the bed numbers have remained the same, are

some people not being made involuntary when they would have otherwise just because there are
not enough beds.

From Council's perspective the statistics are important in determining whether Official Visitors

are being made accessible enough to consumers and whether the level of need is increasing or
decreasing. It is clear that there continues to be a significant number of involuntary patients who do
not access Council's services. It would also be useful to know how many people are being made
involuntary for the first time. The MHRB has, at Council's request, begun collating this information.

Official Visitors also seek out new patients when they visit wards and attempts have been made to

increase the presence of Official Visitors on the secure wards in order to improve accessibility for
new consumers.

Coy
consumer

nos

Invol/voluntary
inpatients
(DoH data)

Invol patients
(inpatient)

(MHRB data)

No of CTOs
(MHRB data)

2003/2004 744 N/A 2664 903

2004/2005 800 N/A 2794 970

2005/2006 891 N/A 2663 951

2006/2007 979 N/A 2639 827

2007/2008 1052 2536/9485 2580 771

2008/2009 850 2563/9594 2475 843
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ANALYSIS OF COMPLAINTS AND REQUESTS (APPENDIX 15)

The statistics provided in appendix 15 come from individual consumer reports where the consumer

has requested a visit by an Official Visitor. By far the biggest number of requests and complaints

related to Mental Health Review Board (MHRB) applications with 379 consumer requests for
information about the MHRB or for assistance in making an application or preparing for a review,

followed closely by 351 recluests for attendance by an Official Visitor at a review.

The next 6 significant areas of complaint or request were in relation to:

inadequate diagnosis (177) - consumers complaining that they should not be in a hospital
or should not be involuntary;

requests for a "second opinion" (102) - including information regarding the process;

inadequate treatment (98) - usually related to the choice and level of medication but also

including complaints about not getting access to other therapies such as counselling;

o administrative practice (97) - which mainly concerned complaints about not being allowed
to smoke;

Mental Health Act information (75) - requests about rights and the Act generally;

incompetent treatment (48) - issues arising out of seclusion and phone, visitor and ground
access restrictions.

As noted earlier in this report, the complaints classification system used by Council has been
updated in an attempt to better define the issues being raised by consumers with Official Visitors
but this means that it is not appropriate to compare this year's figures with previous years' figures.

It is also the case that:

a substantial number of requests and complaints are not able to be, or have not been,
categorised by Official Visitors; and

that many complaints are made by consumers to Official Visitors when they are carrying out

inspections of the wards which are referred to in the inspection reports, but which are not

made the subject of an individual consumer contact report and so do not get counted in
these figures. Smoking is a particularly good example of this as Official Visitors report that

whenever they visit an authorised hospital, smoking is raised as an issue.

For this information to be more useful Council needs a new classification and data capture
system.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Liaison with Services and other agencies

As already referred to, regular meetings are held by the Head of Council with the Minister for Mental

Health, Chief Psychiatrist, Executive Director of the Mental Health Division, Executive Directors of

the North and South Metro and Country Mental Health Services, Clinical Director of Infant, Child,

Adolescent & Youth Mental Health Services and Clinical and Nursing Directors of metropolitan
authorised hospitals. In addition this year Head of Council met with a number of other relevant
parties including:

Chairperson of the Mentally Impaired Accused Review Board

the Public Trustee
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the Public Advocate

the President of the Mental Health Review Board

' Co-ordinator/Principal Solicitor the Mental Health Law Centre

Director of the Office of Health Review

the Commissioner for Children and Young people

Executive Director and Senior Advocate for the Health Consumers' Council

Licensed Private Psychiatric Hostel Owners Association

Executive Director of the WA Association for Mental Health

Secretary of the WA Mental Illness Awareness Council (VVAMIAC) now called Consumers

of Mental Health WA(COMHWA)

This year Head of Council also visited facilities in Kalgoorlie and Bunbury meeting with authorised

hospital and licensed hostel staff and took advantage of a private visit to Broome to meet with the

Mental Health team there including discussing the proposed new authorised hospital ward.

Relevant matters are taken to these meetings, advocating both on behalf of individual consumers
and also for systemic change.

National Meeting of Official Visitors

Head of Council and the acting Executive Officer attended a day long inaugural national meeting
of Official Visitor bodies convened by NSW Official Visitors. Others in attendance were from
Queensland, Victoria, Tasmania, the ACT and the Northern Territory. (At that time South Australia
did not have a Visitors program.) Following the meeting the acting Executive Officer attended the 2
day NSW National Conference of Official Visitors.

The meeting allowed the exchange of ideas regarding issues and procedures. Each State body has
slightly different legislation with different responsibilities. For example:

In NSW where there are nearly 100 Official Visitors, they visit in pairs, one of whom must

be a medical professional, visit times are pre-determined and arranged with the hospital

(though they were discussing changing to the approach used by WA Official Visitors with

unannounced visits), they do minimal individual consumer advocacy and they do not visit
hostels or take part in review board hearings.

In the Northern Territory they have a 3 member panel to inspect facilities one of whom must

be a doctor and another must be a lawyer. Individual advocacy is carried out by individual
Community Visitors.

In Queensland, Visitors are also responsible for protecting the interests of people with
an intellectual impairment and for children and young people in foster care but they do
not do individual advocacy. Notably they have 30 Visitors and 5 office staff and the best
computerised system of all the offices.

In Victoria they have 500 Visitors who are unpaid comprising 3 Community Visitors Boards
- mental health, health and disability.

In Tasmania and in the ACT the Visitors do not do individual advocacy as there are other
bodies funded to do this, but otherwise are similar to WA.

Only in WA and the ACT is consent required for the Visitor to view a consumer's medical
file.



Despite the differences, though, the issues and concerns of each were remarkably similar:

Bed shortages

o Lack of housing and step-down facilities

Issues arising out of seclusion

Smoking bans

' Lack of attention to physical health care needs

Dual diagnosis issues

Aged care facilities for people with a mental illness

o Access to psychologists and social workers

Better processes and data capture

o Visitor accountability and training issues

At the end of the meeting it was agreed that the sharing of information had been extremely
useful and that a national association of visitor programs should be explored along with regular
teleconferences.

Consultation processes / requests

Council representatives continued their participation in a number of sector committees throughout

2008-2009, including:

Mental Health Review Group chaired by Dr Peter Flett, Director-General of Health - and
attended by Head of Council. (Note this committee was abandoned after the appointment

of the new Minister for Mental Health);

:. Project Steering Committee overseeing the Review of Mental Health Services and
Development of the WA Mental Health Policy and Strategic Plan 2010-2020: attended by
Head of Council;

Evaluation of the Smoke Free WA Health System Policy: An Official Visitor was interviewed

as part of the North Metropolitan Area Mental Health's three month evaluation; and

4 Hour Rule - Communications Liaison Group - attended by either Head of Council or the
Deputy Head of Council.

Head of Council and Official Visitors also took part in a number of reviews and forums:

1 The Auditor General's review on Community Mental Health.

An audit of Graylands' Patients' Private Property.

Graylands planning session.

Smoke Free Forum initiated by Graylands.

Functional Review of the Mental Health Division.

National Mental Health Consultation Forum on the 4th Mental Health Plan.

Review of Fremantle Hospital by the Office of the Chief Psychiatrist.

Smoking Cessation in Mental Health Implementation Working Group
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Position and Policy Statements

In 2008-2009, Council:

drafted a Serious IssUes Policy;

amended its policy on responding to consumers requests for visits creating a shorter
time frame for responding to new consumers;

amended the terms of reference for the Executive Group (see part 1 of this report);

reviewed and re-endorsed its position paper on Smoking;

reviewed and re-endorsed its position paper on Access to Visitors; and

reviewed and amended its position paper on "Other Opinions".

See comments on Goal 7 of the Strategic Plan above for information regarding the Serious Issues

Policy. The Smoking Position Paper continues to advocate for a designated smoking area and was
reported in last year's Annual Report. Official Visitors saw no reason to change Council's position
on this issue, or its position on its interpretation on the rights of consumers to have access to
visitors.

The "Other Opinions" position paper was amended in line with Council's new approach and strategic

plan goal to improve the process by which consumers can obtain another opinion under section 111

of the Act. In particular, Council is concerned by the delays being experienced in obtaining another

opinion and that almost all "other opinions" are provided by a doctor from within the same service

which raises an issue as to the independence of the "other opinion". It was therefore decided as

part of the adoption of the 2009-2010 Strategic Plan at the June Full Council Meeting that:

from 1 July 2009 Official Visitors will advise Council office staff of any consumer request for

another opinion and the office will send a letter to the relevant consultant and the hospital's

Clinical Director (or agreed delegate) notifying them of the request and asking to be informed

when the other opinion is to be provided;

Council will pursue this issue more rigorously in 2009-2010 by arranging meetings between

Official Visitors and Consultant Psychiatrists in each hospital to discuss the issues including

advising the doctors of Council's position on the matter;

Council will attempt to track the delays being experienced with a view to reporting at the
end of the 1 2 month period;

Council would re-endorse the Position Paper with amendments which included requiring
that the other opinion be completed within 3 working days;

various other initiatives would be considered; for example, finding out which private
psychiatrists are able to provide other opinions on a Medicare funded only basis and the
Medicare requirements.

Council's previously adopted position statements that underpin its work, remain in place and
include:

Access To Second Opinions - Community Treatment Orders, Mental Health Act 1996
(section 76) - December 2003

Access To Telephone, Mental Health Act 1996 (section 167) - June 2006

Access To Visitors, Mental Health Act 1996 (section 168) - June 2009

Closed Circuit Television (CC7V) Monitoring in Inpatient Units - May 2004



Electroconvulsive Therapy and informed Consent - December 2004

10 Point Charter for Residents of Licensed Private Psychiatric Hostels - August 2007

Management of Consumer/Residents Personal Property - April 2007

Management of Consumers' Tobacco Products by Facility Staff - March 2006

Translating Rights into Authorised Hospital Design - June 2006,

Position Statements are usually reviewed every two years but due to staffing resource issues it has

not been possible to review every policy and position paper within time.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The Council of Official Visitors is committed to continuous quality improvement in its service delivery

and welcomes feedback of an informal and formal nature regarding its operations.

Complaints Classification

A review of the Council's complaints classification system (as presented in appendix 15A) was
also undertaken this year by a working party of Official Visitors. The categories used derive from

a Health Department classification system (since updated by the Health Department) and it is not

specific to mental health which makes it difficult to use by Official Visitors and reduces the level of

accuracy and usefulness of the data. The working party was unable to change the item headings
and numbers and ideally a new computer system is required. In the meantime, however, work was

done to give Official Visitors better guidance on the use of the headings in order to better promote
consistency.

Codes of Conduct and Ethics

The Council has adopted a Code of Ethics and a Code of Conduct that bind all its members.
Copies of these Codes are available from the Council's office.

Complaints Regarding Council Operations

During the period of 2008-2009 the Council received several verbal complaints from consumers,

their families and/or friends. No complaints were received in writing. The majority of these complaints

were from voluntary consumers or their families who Council is unable to help because they do
not meet the legislative definition of an "affected person". Such callers would usually be very
frustrated, particularly in finding where to go for help. The Council's office staff are kept up to date

with programs and organisations that can assist and provide this information to the caller but the

frustration expressed by such callers emphasises the need for a 'one stop shop" for consumers
and their families where they can find out how to access the mental health system.

The Council also received many compliments during the same period from consumers, family
members and staff of facilities. This included a visit from a person who wanted to donate money to

the Council in order to continue its work in assisting people in need. One unidentified caller who
was a family member of a consumer stated "Thank God for the Official Visitors".



PRIORITIES FOR 2008-2009

The 2009-2010 Strategic Plan is similar to the 2008-2009 Strategic Plan as Council awaits
developments in relation to the new Commissioner for Mental Health and Well Being and continued
drafting of the Mental Health Act. However there is one new addition in relation to the other
opinion" process pursuant to section 111 of the Mental Health Act. The Strategic Plan goals for
2009-2010 are to:

operate the Council in accordance with the legislative requirements of the Mental Health
Act;

work towards improving the standards, safety and suitability of licensed hostels by continuing

accessibility of residents to Official Visitors and endeavouring to work collaboratively with
hostel licensees;

have input into and monitor the strategic direction of mental health services in Western
Australia;

increase the accessibility of the Council to, and contact with, people who are on CTOs;

improve the MHRB process for consumers;

improve the process of accessing the right to "another opinion" under the Mental Health
Act 1996;

plan for the future and changes which will be brought in by the new Mental Health Act, in

particular, in relation to the CCV being responsible for voluntary patients, a YoUth Advocate

and its involvement with the new Commissioner for Mental Health and Wellbeing;

refine data capture, collection and reporting;

establish better COV procedures and protocols to improve CCV service and CV skills and
safety; and

1 0. raise the profile of the Council with people working and using Mental Health Services in

Western Australia to ensure that people who CCV can help know about us.



(As per Mental Health Act 1996 section 21)

Albany Regional Hospital
Albany Mental Health Unit
Hardie Road, Albany

Fremantle Hospital and Health Service
Alma Street Centre
Alma Street, Fremantle

Armadale Health Service
Leschen Unit
Albany Highway, Armadale

Bunbury Regional Hospital
Acute Psychiatric Unit (APU) and Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)
South West Mental Health Service

Bunbury Health Campus, Buribury

Graylands Hospital
Adult Mental Health Services
Brockway Road, Mount Claremont

Including the Frankland Centre (State Forensic Mental Health Services)

Selby Older Adult Psychiatry Service (Selby Lodge)
Lemnos Street, Shenton Park

Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital
Mental Health Inpatient Service
Piccadilly Street, Kalgoorlie

King Edward Memorial Hospital
Mother and Baby Unit
Loretto Street, Subiaco

Joondalup Health Campus
Joondalup Mental Health Unit
Shenton Aye, Jooridalup

Bentley Hospital and Health Service
Mills Street Centre
Mills Street, Bentley

Mercy Hospital
Ursula Frayne Unit
Thirlmere Road, Mount Lawley

Swan Health Service
Swan Valley Centre & Boronia Inpatient Unit
Eveline Road, Middle Swan
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APPENDIX ?: cered Private

AS PER FUNCTIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF OFFICIAL VISITORS DIRECTION (No.2) 2009

Made by the Minister pursuant to section 186 of the Act. Published in the Gazette 20 February
2009, pp. 356-357.

Albany Halfway House Association Inc.

Albany CSRU Ballard Heights, Spencer Park, Albany

Burswood Hostel 16 Duncan Street Burswood

Casson Homes:

Aitken House 55 View Street North Perth (Vacant as of March 2006)

Casson House 2-10 Woodville Street, North Perth

Violet Major House 47 View Street North Perth (Vacant as of March 2006)

Woodville House 425 Clayton Road, Helena Valley

Devenish Lodge 54 Devenish Street, East Victoria Park

Dudley House 24 Dudley Street, Midland (Closed June 2009)

Franciscan House 16 Hampton Road, Victoria Park

Fusion Australia Limited

Barndiyigu CSRU Onslow Street, Geraldton

Honey Brook Lodge 42 John Street, Midland

Richmond Fellowship 56 Glyde Street & 58 Glyde Street, East Freniantle

4 - 6 Mann Way, Bassendean

23 Walton Street, Queens Park

CSRUs 12 Jury Bend Bunbury

Unit 5, 1 Powell Court, Busselton

Community Options 85 Hicks Road, Kelmscott

Romily House 19 Shenton Road, Claremont

Rosedale Lodge 22 East Street, Guildford

St Bartholomew's

Bentley Villas Channon Street, Bentley

St Jude's Hostel 26, 30-34 Swan Street, Guildtord (Including East St Lodge)

Salisbury Home 19-21 James Street, Guildford

Vincentcare

Bayswater House 65 Whatley Crescent, Bayswater

Coolbellup House 66 Waverley Road, Coolbellup

Duncraig House 270 Warwick Road, Duncraig

South Lakes House 9 Plumridge Way, South Lake

Swan View House 8 Wilgee Gardens, Swan View

Vincentian Village 2 Bayley Street Woodbridge

Warwick House 39 Glenmere Road, Warwick
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Official Visitors

Mr Bruce AMBROSIUS

Dr Michael ANDERSON

Mrs Sherril BALL

Ms Denise BAYLISS

Ms Sharon BRIGGS

Ms Leanne CANNON

Ms Geraldine CHANDLER

Ms Alessandra D'AMICO

Mrs Marie DAVIES

Mr Michael DIXON

Mr Gerard DOYLE

Ms Gillian EVANS

Mr Jason GRIFFIN

Mr Adrian GAVRANICH

Mr Rodney HAY

Mrs Naka IKEDA

Ms Kirsten JOHNSTON

Mr Damian JOLLY

Mrs Denise KAY

Mrs Kerry LONG

Mrs Ann McFADYEN

Ms Edana McGRATH

Ms Shona MACKAY

Mrs Melinda MANNERS

Mrs Maria Luz NOE

Ms Val O'TOOLE

Mrs Theresa PIPER

Ms Sheila RAJAN

Mr Leslie SCHULTZ

Mr Jeff SOLLISS

Ms Kelly SPOUSE

Ms Helen TAPLIN

Mrs Judith TAYLOR

Mrs Kathryn TONCICH

Ms Catriona WERE-SPICE

Mrs (Angela) Leonie WILSON

Ms Brooke WITHER IDGE

07 April 2012

07 April2012

01 February 2010

07 April 2012

07 April 2012

07 April 2012 resigned 6/4/2009

01 February 2010 resigned 31/8/2008

01 February 2010

01 February 2010

01 February2oll

01 February 2011

07 April 2012

07 April 2012 res/gned 12/5/2009

01 February2oll

01 February 2010

07 April 2012

01 February2oll

01 February 2011

01 February 2010

01 February20ll

07 April2012

01 February2oll

07 April 2012 resigned 12/5/2009

01 February 2010

01 February 2009 (retired)

07 April 2012

01 February2oll

07 April 2012

07 April 2012 resigned 3/4/2009

07 April 2012

07 April 2012

07 April2012

01 February 2010

01 February 2010

01 February2oll

01 February2oli

01 February 2010
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Head of Council Expiry Date of Term
Ms Debora Colvin 31 March2011
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APPENDIX 4: COUNCIL OF OFFICIAL VISITORS' MEETINGS
A!1NDANCE 2008-2009

* FAWG - Focus Area Working Group

FAP - FOCUS Area Person

OFFICIAL VISITOR
FULL COUNCIL EXECUTIVE GROUP

Debora Colvin (Head of Council) 4 0 7 1

Mr Bruce AMBROSIUS 4 0

Dr Michael ANDERSON 4 0

Mrs Sherril BALL 3 1 6 1

Ms Denise BAYLISS 4 0 2 0

Mrs Sharon BRIGGS (Appointed 7/4/2009) I 0

Ms Leanne CANNON (Resigned 6/4/2009) 1 2 2 proxy 0

Ms Geraldine CHANDLER (Resigned3 1/8/2008) 0 0

Ms Alessandra DAMICO 4 0

Mrs Marie DAVIES 2 1

Mr Mike Dixon 4 0

Mr Gerry Doyle 4 0 1 proxy 0

Ms Giflian EVANS 1 3

0

1 1

Mr Adrian GAVRANICH 4

Mr Jason GRIFFEN (Resigned 12/5/2009) 0 0

MrRodneyHAY 4 0 4 2

Mrs Naka IKEDA 4 0

Ms Kirsten JOHNSTON 3 1

Mr Darn ian JOLLY(Leave as of 1/1/2009) 2 2

Mrs Denise KAY 3 1 2 5

Mrs Kerry LONG 4 0 3 2

MrsAnnMcFADYEN 3 1

Ms Edana McGRATH 4 0 (FAWGREP)* 3

Mrs Shona MacKay (Resigned 1 2/5/2009) 0 0

Mrs Melinda MANNERS 4 0 3 proxy
Mrs Maria NOE (Leave and term ended 1/2/2009) 0 I
Ms Val OTOOLE 3 1 5 1

Mrs Theresa PIPER 2 2 4 3

Ms Sheila RAJAN ('Appointed 7/4/2009) 1 0

Mr Leslie SCHULTZ (Resigned 3/4/2009) 1 2

Ms Kelly SPOUSE (Appoin ted 7/4/2009) 1 0

Mr Jeff SOLLISS (Appointed 7/4/2009) 1 0

Ms Helen TAPLIN 3 1 2 proxy
Mrs Judith TAYLOR 4 0 5 1

Mrs Kathryn TONCICH 3

Ms Catriona WERE - SPICE 4 0

Mrs Leonie WILSON 4
(pAp REP)

0

Ms Brooke WITHERIDGE 2 2 1 (proxy) 0

Ms Julian Markham (Executive Officer) 1 1 1 2

Ms Gate Wray (Acting Executive Officer) 4 0 4 0



rUMMARYOF EXr

The Council's expenditure for the 2008-2009 financial year was $901 ,844. As required under the
Electoral Act 7907 section 1 75ZE (1), during 2008-2009 the Council expended the following in
relation to the designated organisation types:

advertising agencies: nil;

market research organisations: nil;

polling organisations: nil;

direct mail organisations: nil; and

media advertising organisations: $5838 .81
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APPENDIX 6: STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH STATE
RECORDS COMMISSION - STANDARD 2, PRINCIPLE 6

Question 1: Whether the efficiency and effectiveness of your record keeping systems has
been evaluated or alternatively when such an evaluation is proposed?

The efficiency and effectiveness of the Council of Official Visitors record keeping system is being

evaluated 2009 -2010 for the purpose of the 5 year review pursuant to the State Records Act
2000.

Question 2: The nature and extent of record keeping training programme conducted?

Record keeping training is conducted with Council's administrative staff on an as needed basis.

Question 3: Whether the efficiency and effectiveness of the record keeping training
programme has been reviewed or alternatively how this is planned to be done?

The review of training programme is carried out by the Executive Officer following specific training
sessions.

Question 4: Assurance that the organisation's induction program addresses employee
roles and responsibilities in regard to their compliance with the organisation's record
keeping plan?

Council of Official Visitors induction programme provides one to one training about the record
keeping plan and its role and importance relating to employee roles and responsibilities.
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KEMH not inspected Jan or September

2 Ursula Frayne not formally inspected March or JL!ne but an Official Visitor attended to clear mail from Council
mailboxes on the ward

2 Selby not formally inspected January or March though an Official Visitor attended to clear mail from Council
mailboxes on the wards every Friday

AUTHORISED HOSPITAL
TOTAL

NUMBER OF
INSPECTIONS

AJbany Regional Hospita]

Mental Health Unit 12 0 6 2 4

PJma Street Centre 29 0 20 4 5

Armadale Health Service -
Leschen Unit 32

0
22 8 2

Bunbury Acute Psychiatric Unit
& Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit 24

C
1 6 4 4

Graylands Hospital - including
Fran kiand Centre

83 2 60 12 9

Joondalup Mental Health Unit 12 0 10 2 0

Kalgoorlie Mental Health Unit 1 2 1 5 4 2

KEMH - Mother & Baby Unt 10 1 6 0 3

Mercy Hospital. Ursula Frayne
Unit

102 2 5 1 2

Mills Street Centre 49 0 36 9

Selby Lodge 10 2 6 2

Swan Health Service
Boron]a Unit &

Swan Valley Centre

24 0 20 2 2

TOTAL 307 8 212 48 39
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APPENDIX 7B: AUTHORISED HOSPITAL INFORMAL VISITS

BY HOSPITAL & TIM & DAY OF INSP TIPN 20 8-2009

Only facilities without a Council "mailbox" receive informal inspections. Those facilities with a mailbox

are visited regularly by Official Visitors who clear the mailbox, follow up with consumers who have

left letters in the mailbox and make themselves available to consumers and staff when required.

Bunbunj informal inspection replaced with haison meetings

AUTHORISED
HOSPITAL

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
INFORMAL

VISITS

Albany Regional
Hospital

12
4 8 0 0

Bunbury Acute
Psychiatric Unit &
Psychiatric Intensive
Care Unit

2 0 2 0 0

Joondalup Mental
Health Unit 12 4 8 0 0

Kalgooie Mental
Health Unit

12 4 3 3 2

Mills Street Centre
Ward 6 & WAY Centre

24 8 8 4 4

Swan Health Service
Boronia & Swan
Valley Centre

24 0 18 6 0

TOTAL 86 20 47 13 6
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OSTEL FORMAL
DAY OF INSPECTION

5 Due to a rostering error these mainly smaller group homes missed out on some visits, which has since been rectified.
L
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LICENSED PRIVATE PSYCHIATRIC
HOSTEL

TOTAL
NUMBER OF

INSPECTIONS ;

Albany Halfway House CSRU 5 0 5 0 0

Burswood Psychiatric Hostel 6 0 6 0 0

Bentley Villas *Licensba 15/12/2008
Visits commenced March 2009

2 2

Casson House 11 0 10 1 0

Casson - Woodville House 5 0 2 0 3

Devenish House 11 0 8 2 1

Dudley House 10 1 7 1 1

Franciscan House 6 0 6 0 0

Fusion - Geraldton CSRU 6 6 0 0 0

Honey Brook Lodge 7 3 2 1 1

Richmond Fellowship-
6 Mann Way, Bassendean

55 0 4 0 1

Richmond Fellowship - CSRU Powell
Court, Busselton

7 0 7 0 0

Richmond Fellowship - 56 & 58 Glyde
Street, East Fremantle

7 0 5 0 2

Richmond Fellowship - Community
Options 85 Hicks Road, Kelmscott

6 0 5 0 1

Richmond Fellowship - 23 Walton
Street, Queens Park

6 0 6 0 0

Homily House 9 9 0 0 0

Rosedale Lodge 7 2 1 0 4

St Jude's Hostel and East Street Lodge 7 0 4 2 1

Salisbury Home 9 0 6 0 3

Vincentcare - Bayswater House 3 0 3 0 0

Vincentcare - Coolbellup House 5 0 4 0 1

Vincentcare - Duncraig House 4 0 4 0 0

Vincentcare - South Lakes House 4 0 3 0 1

Vincentcare - Swan View House 6 0 6 0 0

Vincentcare - Vincentian Village
Woodbridge

5 1 3 1 0

Vincentcare - Warwick House 4 0 4 0 0

TOTAL 163 24 111 8 20
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APPENDIX 8B: LICENSED PRIVATE PSYCHIATRIC HOSTEL INFORMAL
VISITS B DAY OF VISIT 2008-2009

LICENSED PRIVATE
PSYCHIATRIC HOSTEL

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
INFORMAL

VISITS =

Burswood Psychiatric
Hostel

6 1 3 1 1

Casson House 6 6 0 0 0

Devenish House 6 2 2 1 1

Dudley House 7 3 3 1 0

Franciscan House 6 1 2 2 1

Honey Brook Lodge 6 3 1 2 0

Romily House 3 1 1 1 0

Rosedale Lodge 6 2 1 1 2

St Judes Hostel 6 3 1 1 1

Salisbury Home 6 3 3 0 0

TOTAL 58 25 17 10 6
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2008-2009 TIME OF FORMAL INSPECTIONS
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FINANCIAL
YEAR

FACILITY TYPE -
2005-2006

Authorised Hospitals 66% 15.3% 18.7%

Licensed Private
Psychiatric Hostels 64.5% 13,8% 21.7%

2006-2007

Authorised Hospitals 70% 11.8% 18.2%

Licensed Private
Psychiatric Hostels 70% 13% 17%

2007-2008

Authorised Hospitals 70.2% 10.98% 18.82%

Licensed Private
Psychiatric Hostels 81.76% 7.06% 11.18%

FINANCIAL
YEAR

FACILITY TYPE

-
. - -

, t0 0 at/Sun/
.PubHol

2008-2009
Authorised Hospitals 2.6% 69.1% 15.7% 12.8%

Licensed Private
Psychiatric Hostels

10.2% 72% 5.1 % 12.8%
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APPENDIX 10: NUMBER OF CONSUMERS AND REQUESTS BY
L CILITY 2008-2009

FACILITY
NUMBER OF

CONSUMERS
NUMBER OF
REQUESTS
RECEIVED

Albany Mental Health Unit 12 36

Alma Street Centre, Fremaritle 96 311

Armadale Health Service - Leschen Unit 66 231

Bunbury Acute Psychiatric Unit & Psychiatric
Intensive Care Unit

56 154

Graylands Hospital - including Frankland Centre 350 1270

Joondalup Mental Health Unit 18 49

Kalgoorlie Mental Health Unit 6 6

KEMH - Mother & Baby Unit 5 8

Mercy Hospital - Ursula Frayne Unit 4 12

Mills Street Centre, Bentley 65 198

Selby Lodge 8 15

Swan Health Service - Swan Valley Centre & Boronia 44 111

Metropolitan Clinics 42 201

Non - Metropolitan Clinics 10 33

Psychiatric Hostels 61 122

Other 6 11

Private Practice 1 7

TOTAL 850 2775



Psychiatric Hostels 7.18%

Metropolitan Clinics 4.94%

Selby Lodge 0.94%
KEMH Mother and Baby Unit 0.59%

Bunbury Acute Psychiatric Unit & Psychiatric
Intensive Care Unit 6.59%

Swan Mental Health - Swan Valley Centre and
Borona 5.18%

Alma Street Centre, Fremantle 11.29%

Non-Metropolitan Clinics 1.18%
Joondalup Mental Health Unit 2.12%

Mercy Hospital - Ursula Frayne Unit 0.49%

Armadale Health Service - Leschen Unit 7.76%

Kalgoorlie Mental Health Unit 0.71%

Mills Street Centre, Bentley 7.65%

Albany Mental Health Unit 1.41%

Private Practice 0.12%

Graylands Hosptial -
Including Frankland

Centre 41.18%

Other 0.71 %

APPENDIX ilk CHART - ILITY 2Q-2OQ9
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APPENDIX 11 B: PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CONSUMERS PER FACILITY

CONTACTING COUNCIL COMPARED TO PERCENTAGE
OF AUT S EDS :Y FACILI .JI - 01

AUTHORISED HOSPITAL!
FACILITY

NUMBEROF
BEDS

%OFTOTAL
AUTHORISED
BEDS in WA

%OFTOTAL
CONSUMERS
CONTACTING

COUNCIL
(Total consumers

by facility)

Albany Regional Hospital 9 1.5% 12 1.4%

AlmaStreetCentre 64 10.8% 96 11.3%

Armadale Hospital 41 6.9% 66 7.8%

Bunbury Regional Hospital 27 4.5% 56 6.6%

Graylands Hospital - including
Frankland Centre

202 34.2% 350 41.2%

JoondalupHealthCampus-
Mental Health Unit

42 7.1% 18 2.1%

Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital 7 1.1% 6 0.7%

KEMH - Mother & Baby Unit 8 1.3% 5 0.6%

Mercy - Ursula Frayne Unit 12 2.0% 4 0.5%

MillsStreetCentre 96 16.2% 65 7.6%

Selby Lodge 40 6.7% 8 0.9%

Swan Districts Hospital 41 5.9% 44 5,2%

TOTAL 589 beds

Other(Clinics/Hostels) 0 N/A 120 14.1%



rt

6MHRB - Mental Health Review Board

State Administrative Tribunal

Referral to Mental Health Law Centre for representation at Mental Health Review Board hearing

75

FACILITY NUMBER OF
CONSUMERS -

Albany Mental
Health Unit

12 35 47 2 0 0 0

Alma Street Centre -
Fremantle

96 239 320 6 22 0 12

Armadale Health
Service - Leschen
Unit

66 197 160 9 17 1 4

Buribury Acute
Psychiatric Unit &
Psychiatric Intensive
Care Unit

56 235 67 1 4 0 2

Graylands Hospital -
including Frankland
Centre

350 1024 844 15 64 3 15

Joondalup Mental
Health Unit

18 27 46 0 4 0 1

Kalgoorlie Mental
Health Unit

6 5 5 0 0 0 0

KEMH - Mother &
Baby Unit

5 1 7 0 1 0 0

Mercy Hospital -
Ursula Frayne Unit

4 17 8 0 1 0 0

Mills Street Centre
- Bentley

65 199 217 11 9 2 6

Selby Lodge 8 10 3 0 1 0 1

Swan Health Service
- Swan Valley Centre
& Boroni

44 52 127 12 2 3

Metropolitan Clinics 42 69 201 6 9 4 5

Non - Metropolitan
Clinics

10 38 45 1 2 1 1

Psychiatric Hostels 61 112 139 2 4 0 3

Other (including
Private Practice)

7 6 29 1 2 0 1

TOTAL 850 2266 2265 54 152 13 54
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APPENDIX 13A: TOTAL CONSUMERS CONTACTED BY FACILITY
IO-

FACILITY

* 4 *
Albany Mental Health Unit 12 14 21 8 12

Alma Street Centre,
Fremantle

88 107 95 112 96

Armadale Health Service -
Leschen Unit

:36 45 53 80 66

Bunbury Acute Psychiatric
Unit & Psychiatric Intensive
Care Unit

19 26 25 36 56

Graylands Hospital -
including Frankland Centre

373 352 439 456 350

Joondalup Mental Health
Unit

19 20 35 18 18

Kalgoorlie Mental Health
Unit

7 9 12 14 6

KEMH Mother and Baby
Unit

0 0 0 4 5

Mercy Hospital-
Ursula Frayne Unit

6 4 6 5 4

Mills Street Centre, Bentley 60 130 104 103 65

Selby Lodge 2 6 3 5 8

Swan Health Service -
Swan Valley Centre &
Boro nia

40 45 45 52 44

Metropolitan Clinics 54 58 58 58 42

Non-MetropolitanClinics 13 10 18 23 10

Psychiatric Hostels 59 58 57 70 61

Other (including Private
Practice)

12 7 8 8 7

TOTAL 800 891 979 1052 850
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APPENDIX 14A: TOTAL CONTACTS WITH CONSUMERS

2003-2004 to 2008-2009

This statistic only refers to telephone calls to and from the Council office. It does not include the hundreds of calls
made by Official Visitors from their own landline and mobile phones.

Referral to Mental Health Law Centre for representation at Mental Health Review Board hearing
11 Figure incorrectly reported last year as 384

APPENDIX 14B: TOTAL CONSUMERS tNTAcTE. AND REQUESTS
RECEIVED 2005-2006 to 2008-2009

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0
2005-2006

No of Consumers ii No of Requests

2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009

FINANCIAL
YEAR

NUMBER OF
CONSUMERS jji

2003-2004 744 (1415) 1234 2149 84 109 0 Not
reported

2004-2005 800 (1600) 1329 2551 127 83 1 Not

reported

2005-2006 891 (1891) 1560 3201 93 81 0 Not

reported

2006-2007 979 (2257) 2028 3317 63 171 5 24

2007-2008 1052(2676) 2325 3499 51 164 10 32

2008-2009 850 (2775) 2514 2258 54 153 13 56
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cNDIX 1 5A: TOTAL CONSUMER REQ
CATEGORY - ALL FAC I

1

79

ACCESS - Refers to availability of services in terms of location, waiting times,
and other constraints that limit the service.

NO.

1.1 Delay in Admission or treatment
Delays' occurring after consumer is at the point of service

No beds available (eg held in ED) - see 1 .4 for cMI consumers being admitted to Frankland

No psychiatrist available to admit a consumer (as distinct to a delay in treatment once
admitted or those items covered under 1.4)
The length of time taken for a psychiatrist to attend triage to admit a consumer is not
acceptable

9

1.2 Waiting list delay
Unreasonable wait for elective surgely. lack of review if a case becomes acute, further
postponement after a date has been set.

Delay in referring to Medical Specialist or Doctor
Delays in scheduling required surgery
Delay in seeing dentist, podiatrist, dietician or other allied health personnel

9

1.3 Non-attendance
Provider fails to keep an agreed appointment, or to attend to give emergency treatment.

Request to see a psychiatrist does not eventuate in a timely fashion (via ward list, nursing
staff etc.)
Medical doctor did not attend to injury/medical concern

8

1.4 Inadequate or no service
Resource complaints about inadequacy or lack of service

No beds available in civil wards, admitted to Frankland
Put on mattress on floor
Boarded in medical wards overnight, using Mental Health Unit during the day
Being sent on extended leave due to shortage of facilities/resources

o No psychiatrist available (as distinct from a delay). For example, when there is only fly-in fly-
out psychiatric services
No allied health professionals available (eg psychologist, social worker, welfare officer) - as
distinct from delay
Inadequate services provided during seclusion (eg providing drinks, toilet facilities, blanket)
Lack of recreational/CT services
Inadequate access and frequency of visits of treating personnel
Lack of trained personnel to administer certain injections (eq insulin) - this applies to hostels
Not assisting consumers in their recovery (eg assisting to gain employment, referral to
appropriate services)

Delay in seeing medical practitioner or allied health staff after requesting to see them

17

1.5 Refusal to admit or treat
Refusal by a hospital/health seniice to admit a patient/consumer or by a provider to accept a
patient/consumer for treatment.

o Requests for admission refused (would normally be a complaint from consumer on 010)
because there were no beds available (as distinct from a delay)
Refused admission (ie sent home) - as distinct from having to be accommodated in ED until a
bed was available

Hostel/group homes - refused accommodation due to reputation of past behaviour

4



1.6 Discharge or transfer arrangements
Premature discharge from treatment, inadequate discharge planning or lack of continuity of
care.

Does not feel well enough to be discharged from hospital
Feels insecure in being discharged - inadequate discharge planning
Has not been introduced to treating team at clinic prior to discharge
Does not feel he/she has the skills to cope with being discharged

o Does not feel comfortable about going to a Clinic, not knowing new treating staff
Moved from one hospital to another against consumer's will
Refusal to transfer consumer to hospital of choice

47

1.7 Accesstotransport
All ambulance and patient/consumer transit complaints should be listed here, including inter-
hospital/health sen/ice transfers and family travel problems.

o Has/had to pay own ambulance costs
Unable to access RFDS when required

Hostel/group home residents - difficulty getting to health, CT, MHRB etc. related
appointments

o Hostel/group home residents - difficulty getting to work, rehabilitation, church and other
activities

1.8 Physical access/entry
An impediment to entry to a hospital/health sen/ice because of inadequate lighting, signage,
distance, ramps or public transport accessibility.

Consumers accommodated in inappropriate wards because of physical disabilities
Hostel/group home issues for physically disabled people

0

1.9 Parking
Inadequate, short term, discharge, visitors, external health provides, disabled parking.

No parking for consumer car whilst in hospital

0

Subtotal (TOTAL) 95

2. COMMUNICATION - Refers to the quality and quantity of information provided about
treatment, risks and outcomes.

NO.

2.1 Inadequate information about treatment options
Insufficient information provided to a patient/consumer on prognosis and options for treatment.
Use 'failure to consult patient/consumer' when the issue is one of decision making rather than
information provision.

o Not given any information/explanation of medications prescribed
Has not been informed of any other treatment options

21

2.2 Inadequate information on services available

Lack of discussion between provider and patient/consumer on which seivices are available.

Has not been informed of access to a psychologist
Has not been informed of OT alternatives

o Has not been informed about Religious Services, access to pastor/priest etc.
Has not been informed about the process on how to vote in a State or Federal election

8



2.3 Misinformation or failure in communication
Wrong, confusing or misleading information (but not 'failure to consent').

Unable to understand what the doctor is saying (eg doctor has poor English skills)
Consumer unsure about their diagnosis/insufficient information provided about diagnosis
Didn't understand generally what they were told abeut treatment etc.
Not given the reason for the treatment or admission to hospital
Breach of CTO because of misunderstanding of the conditions under a CTO

32

2.4 Failure to fulfil statutory obligations (Note: this item deals with information about rights. See
a/so 9.5 which deals with breaches under the Mental Health Act)

Failure to comply with the requirements of the Mental Health Act (1996)/n respect of pro vision

of information about rights, documentation about involuntary status and other legislation.

Has not received a Form 6, 9 etc.
o Has not received a copy of Property Report

Rights have not been explained
Has not been given a copy of Rights
Not informed about CCCV, MHLO or MHRB
Was not informed of their right of access to another psychiatrist for a second opinion

11

2.5 Access to records
Restriction or refusal of access to information in any personal health record.

Request for medical records via si 60 refused or taken too long (including being refused
because of doctor opinion that it may have an adverse effect on consumer or others)
Request for medical records via FOl refused or taken too long
Refused access to CC TV tape (eg to ascertain if consumer was injured whilst in seclusion)

8

2.6 Inadequate or inaccurate records
Personal information in a health record held by a hospital/health sen/ice is incomplete or
inaccurate.

Consumer alleges incorrect information in their medical records (often raised in preparation of
MHRB hearings, substantial, list under this category as a separate entry as well as 9.1 for a
MHRB application)

5

2.7 Failure to provide interpreter
Lack of information about right to an interpreter; lack of availability of interpreter; or lack of
assistance to make arrangements for interpreter to attend when required.

o Staff used instead of an independent interpreter
o Relatives used instead of an independent interpreter (for MHRB hearings etc.)

CCV used instead of an independent interpreter
o Failure to provide an interpreter for the parent of a child

0

2.8 Certificate or report problem
Failure to provide a correct certificate or report. Claims that a provider/hospital/health service
has falsified a certificate, or failed to certify in accordance with the law. Failure to pass on
information.

Unable to read photocopy of Forms provided (bad photocopying)
Photocopy of forms seem to have been tampered with
No end of detention date on Form

Subtotal (TOTAL) 86



3. DECISION MAKING - Refers to the consultation with the consumer in the decision
making process

NO.

3.1 Failure to consult consumer
Lack of discussion and consultation by the provider with the patient/consumer in the decision
making process.

Psychiatrist not seeing consumer for weeks - relying on opinions of Medical Officer, nurses

15

3.2 Consent not informed
Failure to provide sufficient in formation so that the patient/consumer can make an in formed
decision about treatment.

A person with a learning disability/brain injury consenting (not informed) to treatment without
knowing the full repercussions

o Consent obtained when unwell (eg in hostel)

6

3.3 Consent not obtained (most likely to apply to hostels residents or voluntary consumers
because informed consent is not necessary for involuntary consumers).

Failure to obtain informed consent
* Consumer being forced to take medication against their will

Medication requiring consent (eg Clozapine) not obtained

6

3.4 Private/public election
Classification as a private rather than public patient/consumer, or failure of a hospital/health
service to explain options for choice of status, or confusion between fee-for-service and public
status.

Consumer not being told that they can be transferred to a private psychiatric hospital (fee for
service, If not covered privately, possibly some cost)

0

3.5 Refusal to refer or assist to obtain a second opinion
Refusal by provider to refer patient/consumer to another provider. Lack of information about
right to a second opinion, and/or refusal by a provider to assist patient/consumer to make
arrangements for a second opinion. (Note: see also 9.3 where a consumer requests assistance
to ask for a second opinion. 9.3 deals with the problems which can arise after second opinion
has been requested by or on behalf of the consumer).

Informed (wrongly) that requests for a Second Opinion have to be in writing
o Requests for a Second Opinion refused

Refusal of a request for a Second Opinion from another psychiatrist who is not employed
by the mental health service who is providing care and treatment for the involuntary patient
(Clinician's Guide 5.2.4)

Delay in providing second opinion (on the basis that it is in effect a refusal to assist)

7

Subtotal (TOTAL) 34
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4. QUALITY OF CARE - Refers to diagnosis, testing, medication, and other therapies
provided

NO.

4.1 Inadequate diagnosis
Condition or injury has been missed, overlooked, wrongly identified or diagnosis is
inadequate.

"I want to go home - I shouldn't be in here" To be used where the consumer says they
do not have a mental illness and should not be in the hospital or should not be involuntary.
If they ask for a MHRB application then put it under that heading instead (9,1)
Non psychiatric medical condition not identified/diagnosed

177

4.2 Inadequate treatment
Insufficient use of therapy of choice but not 'negligent treatment' or 'incompetent treatment'.

Insufficient medication provided
Medication of choice denied (eg cheaper drug used)
PRN not provided when asked for
Refusal of medication for other health conditions usually provided by private GP
Consumer's request to be transferred to an open ward denied

Denying access to counselling, access to psychologist (Note: not due to resources issues
where item 1 .4 should be used)

98

4.3 Rough treatment
Roughness or unnecessary pain inflicted during an examination or treatment.

For eg when put into seclusion
For eg when admitted
For eg when given PRN

11

4.4 Incompetent treatment
Clumsy unskilled or substandard performance of a treatment, but not alleging negligence in
the legal sense.

Being put into seclusion too often and without attempting alternatives
Being refused access to phone or visitors too often or improperly ie abuse of the power
under Act (use if the proper paperwork is in place - if it isn't then list under 9.5)
Being moved between secure and open wards as a form of behaviour management

o Being denied ground access as a form of behaviour management
Won't allow access to pens or paper; holding onto sunglasses or books in the nurses
station

48

4.5 Negligent treatment
Explicit allegations of legal liability (distinguish from 'incompetent treatment',).

Given wrong medication (such as where the file noted that there were significant negative
side effects to a drug, but this has been ignored)
Where a drug was required, but not given

Where consumer sustained a reasonably serious injury (eg when being put into seclusion
and requiring hospitalisation) but consumer was ignored and not treated for many hours)

18

4.6 Wrong treatment 38

Subtotal (TOTAL) 390
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o Insufficient instruction on contraception and STOs
o Forming of intimate relationships discouraged

Unable to entertain friends (especially opposite sex) in hostel, group homes, bedroom
Restrictions on access to menstrual products
Insufficient time to form relationship with psychiatrist, nursing staff (relates to staff turnover,
moving from wards to a different treating team)
Lack of/inadequate access to children (not DCP issue)
Moving consumers from ward to ward too frequently

o Moving consumers at an inappropriate hour

5. COSTS - Refers to information about costs and fee structures NO.

5.5 Inadequate information about costs
Not enough information was offered prior to treatment, or the information was partial or
misleading

5.6 Unsatisfactory billing practice
Item numbers used in a disadvantaging way, extra fees for services normally included
in a global fee, unreasonable penalties for late payment, refusal to consider financial
circumstances, etc.

5.7 Amount charged
The size of a fee or account.

0

5.8 Over servicing
Too frequent visits, ordering of unnecessary tests, recurrent brief bulk-billed visits to hostels,
etc.

Coerced into having blood tests

0

5.9 Private health insurance
All complaints about private health insurance and claim handling.

0

5.10 Lost property and/or reimbursement
Failure to acknowledge loss, replacement or reimbursement of property. Unsatisfactory
facilitation of the reimbursement process. Unsatisfactoiy process for maintaining patient/
consumer property.

o Failure to assist in searching for lost property
Report to nurses of lost property and nothing done

28

Subtotal (TOTAL) 30

6. PRIVACY / CONSIDERATION / DISCOURTESY - Refers to the individuals right to be
treated with respect and dignity

NO.

6.1 Inconsiderate service/lack of courtesy 28
Rudeness, discourtesy negative attitude, and a patronising or overbearng manner Includes
complaints about lack of politeness, kindness and courtesy.

Talking to other consumers or staff about a consumer in a derogatory manner (not
breaching confidentiality)
Won't allow access to pens or paper; holding onto sunglasses or books in the nurses
station (usually on the grounds of safety, but we would say it is really negative attitude and
lack of caring etc.)
Staff ignoring consumers

6.2 Absence of caring 20
A lack of regard or consideration of the patient/consumer and their circumstances.

Not taking cultural issues into consideration (excluding diet - see 8.2)
Provision not made for those in married or de facto relationships



6.3 Failure to ensure privacy
Lack of personal privacy, failure to offer appropr ate cloth/n g/covel; demeaning or humiliating
treatment.

Punitive treatment to resolve an issue (had to sit in a corner facing the wall)
Clothing removed when in seclusion
Personal clothing not provided
Inappropriate clothing supplied

o No privacy curtains in shared bedroom
No privacy curtain on window in eddroom door

2

6.4 Breach of confidentiality
Provision of in formation to a third party without consent.

Disclosing personal information to others (excluding staf without consent. This includes
talking to staff where others can overhear

0

6.5 Discrimination
Less favourable health treatment on one of the civil grounds (race, sex, age, religion, colour)
in anti-discrimination law or covenant.

6.6 Discrimination of public consumer
Public patient/consumer treated less favourably than private patient/consumer.

Private patients receiving more services than public patients (eg seeing psychiatrist or
receiving CT daily when public patient doesnt)

0

6.7 Sexual impropriety
Behaviour such as gestures or comments that are sexually demeaning to a patient!
consumer.

o Sexual harassment by staff or another patient

6.8 Sexual transgression or violation
Any touching of a sexual nature and any sexual relationship with a patient/consumer whether
or not initiated or consented to by the patent/consumer

6

6.8 Assault
Physically aggressive or violent actions (use 'sexual transgression or violation' for sexual
assault.

6

6.9 Unprofessional conduct
Unethical actions or failures of professional responsibility affecting health rights (except sexual
transgression or violation).

o Individual nurse taking out Violence Restraining Order again a consumer and hence cannot
care for patient
Staff smoking on grounds in front of or near to consumers
Unprofessional conduct against OVs (eg telling them to leave, talking to them rudely)

0

Subtotal (TOTAL) 63
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7. GRIEVANCES - Refers to the individual's right to have timely and fair management of
the complaint

NO.

7.1 Inadequate response to a complaint
Inadequate or non-existent response to a complainant. Use 'Reprisal following a complaint'
when action is taken against the complainant.

2

7.2 Reprisal following a complaint
Any action causing detriment to a patient/consumer as a result of the complaint, or
disadvantage in employment for staff who give information about a complaint.

Nurse refusing to work with a consumer after a complaint has been made

2

Subtotal (TOTAL) 4

8. OTHER - Refers to Administrative (rather than treatment) actions of a hospital/health
service.

NO.

8.1 Administrative practice
Administrative (rather than treatment) actions of a hospital/health sen/ice.

Smoking ban issues/complaints
Consumers wanting to return to prison so that they can smoke
Delay in providing written response to CCV letters

97

8.2 Catering
Unsatisfacto;y provision of food services, food selection and failure to involve the patient/
consumer in decision on preferences that complement treatment.

Dietary needs not considered (cultural needs, vegetarian etc.)
Food unappetising
Food presentation is lacking
No changes in the menus
No input in menu design

Food available has adverse effect related to medication
Meal served was not the one ordered (or for Hostels, not on the menu)

o Requests for particular food not provided (brown bread not white)
Not sufficient quantities of food

21

8.3 Facilities
Inadequate provision of space and facilities for patient/consumer and their belongings.
Unsafe equipment, noise, inadequate lighting and temperature control.
o Not enough space provided for belongings

Furniture not in good condition
No heating, bedrooms freezing cold etc.

o Lack of air-conditioning, air-conditioning not working property
o Lumpy mattress, not enough blankets

TV not working
o Inadequate shelter to cater for inclement weather (eg patios)

9

8.4 Security
Inadequate security measures for patient/consumer visitors and staff relating to People,
Personal belongings.

No lockable wardrobe
Fear of other consumers on the ward (standover tactics, threats of \'iolence)

9



8.5 Cleaning
Inadequate provision and maintenance of a clean environment.

Toilets not clean
Ward has not been cleaned
Outside areas need cleaning (brick paving needs steam cleaning)
Nurses did not attend to mess in toilet cubicle

8.6 Fraud/illegal practice
C/aim that a provider has tried to make a profit dishonestly, or gain an unjust financial
advantage, or become a beneficiary of a vulnerable person's wi/I, or commit Medicare fraud.

Eg hostel owners, Murchison staff wrongly withholding monies
Assisting consumer to contact MHLC or Legal Aid re: legal issues other than MHRB
hearings
Assisting consumer to contact DCP

11

Subtotal (TOTAL) 148

9. MENTAL HEALTH ACT 1996 NO.

9.1 Mental Health Review Board Application
Consumer requests for:

Information regarding MHRB
Assistance to make MHRB application
Assistance with preparing for MHRB hearing
OV lodging application on behalf of consumer

379

9.2 Mental Health Review Board Attendance
(Note.' there may be other items as well as 9.2 which arise out of the hearing such as incorrect

in formation on the file or failure to provide an interpreter,t

o Official Visitor attendance at MHRB hearing with consumer

351

9.3 Second Opinion Request (not 3.5)
Request for assistance to obtain second opinion, including in formation regarding the process
(Note; item 3.5 deals with the situation when the request has been refused or not acted
upon).

102

9.3 Mental Health Act 1996 Information
Covers all areas of MHA

75

9.4 Mental Health Act 1996 Non - Compliance (not 2.4)
Complaints related to actions taken without the appropriate authorisations required by the
Mental Health Act 1996 (eg restriction of visitors, telephone calls, use of seclusion).

Failure to provide access to phone/post in breach of ss 166/167 of the MH Act (if access
has been denied - check to see if properly denied - if it has been denied properly in
accordance with the MH Act, but it is believed that it is being abused or used wrongly, then
list under 4.4
Failure to allow visitors in breach of MH Act (as per phone access)
Failure to provide toilet facilities while in seclusion in breach of s120

o Any failure to comply with the requirements of the MH Act in relation to seclusion,
mechanical restraint or EOT

Being held as involuntary after expiry date/time of form (eg Form 1,3 etc

15
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10 Rounded Value
12 Total requests

1312 State Administrative Tribunal

14 Rounded value

9.5 SAT12Appeal Application/Process
Consumer requests for.

Help in getting reason for MHRB decision

Information regarding SAT appeal of Mental Health Review Board decisions
Assistance to make SAT appeal application
Attending SAT hearing to challenge MHRB decision

23

9.6 SAT (review of MHRB) Attendance 4

Subtotal (TOTAL) 949

10. CRIMINAL LAW (MENTALLY IMPAIRED ACCUSED) ACT 1996 NO.

10.1 Mentally Impaired Accused Review Board
Attendance at a MIDRB

2

Subtotal (TOTAL) 2

11. UNABLE TO BE DETERMINED NO.

11.1 Unknown request either illegible or not able to be determined 1450

Subtotal (TOTAL) 1450

12. COMPLIMENTS NO.

12.1 Compliments

General

A compliment received through the Mail Boxes or when a consumer specifically states that
(s)he wants staff to know of a compliment

7

Subtotal (TOTAL) 7

13. GUARDIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION ACT 1990 NO.

13.1 Information on processes
Consumer request for information regarding Guardianship and Administration orders and/or
applications for such through the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).

10

13.2 SAT 13 Attendance (Guardianship & Administration Act)
Official Visitor attendance at SAT (Guardianship and Administrative) hearing with consumer

4

13.3 Public Trustee
Consumer request for assistance and / or information regarding management of finances by
the Public Trustee.

Consumer does not want to have finances managed by the Public Trustee
Consumer would like another to manage finances

29

Subtotal (TOTAL) 43



PENDIX 15B: PERCENTAGE15 OF Ci

Rounded value

Mental Health Act 1996 29%

Cnminal Law (Mentally Impaired
Accused) Act 1996 0% -

Other 4%

Privacy / Consideration / Discourtesy 2%
Decision making 1%

Compliments 0%

Quality of Care 12%

Costs 1%

Communication 3%
Access 3%

Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 1 %

Unable to be
determined

44%

Grievances 0%
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